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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I.

The ,Health Services Mobility Study, begun in 1967

and141teted

in,

,

;

1977, started with'an analysis of the barriers to occupational

mobility

into a scientific, concise but/explicit, behavior-oriented.

and

methodology for describing and scaling tasks, designing parallel job and
educational' ladders, and deVetoping instruments for evaluating Job' per -,
formance.

4
The final phase of the project reeresented an application of

this methodology in the analysis of one functional health fled.
The Department of Labor, the prilnary sponsor of the Health Services
.

Mobility Study, gave a grant to the private, 'non-profit organization,

Health and Education Resources, Bethesda, Maryland, to examine the feasibility and utilization Of the HSMS,findings.
the HSM

methodology has valuable

Itls our conclusion that

applications not only in the field of

health but potentially for all work fields.

The methodology developed

-to plan rationally for the career 'mobility of health personnel through
improved job structures and parallel educational modules evolved into a

/

methodology that provided much more than was originally anticipated.

The

meticulously detailed, behavior-oriented'task analysis base of the methodology.lias created a useful tool for managers, educators, employee'rep-

resentatives and advocates.

It is a highly eff ctive tool for restruc-

tur1ng jobs, creating more flexible employment patterns,

including new

job-levels; using personnel more effectively, opening-educational and
training opportunities through.a more cost-effettive modular design, and
improving evaluation of applicants for Jobs and
their perforMance in those
4
jobs.

1-

c

P
As a result, the HSMSmethod can become a system for monitoring
costs and the quality of the product or service.

industry is keenly

:aware that the key to meeting required standards fOr production, quality,
.

.

and control is the per4formance of the individual worker.
methodology

'

;
provides

I

.

,The

HSMS

highly effective tools to identify the job and

increase the skills, knowledge, and motivation of the worker.

It has

also deVelopeceffective quality assurance and safe practices programs

$
so explicit that waste oan be pinpointed and costs monitored and

troNed.
The HSMS methodology differs from other task analysis approaches
in that it is deVeloped in greater detail and -is wider in its scope.

The rtethod,is effective and comparatively easy o'learn.

Manuals have

been deVeloped, based on apOrdatioh of the method to the field of , diag.

hostic radifOlogy, that show_TtelP by step how jobs within an organization

canbe defined clearly and restructured where necessary to increase proThe\HSMS has developed curricula models in the radiologic
-

.

sciences and a manual that describes how to develop a curriculum for a
training'or education program related to the performance requirements

of aparticular work area.
The Mealth and Education

esources staff recommends a Varlet

of

applications to be demonstrated in implementation projects designed to'
9'

involve broad groups, and large systems and to achieve national awareness
/

of the broadand specific valuesof the Health Services Mobility Stilidy.

,

These recommendations include immediate short-range implementation proj
ects in radiology departments of medical centers and large hospital
4'r..4'

.

:systems, intermediate applications, in other hospital departments, and

long-range applications in the fields of health, education,' credentialing
-----ahe in other work areas.
It is further recommended thdt the first and sustaining commitment

for support and funding of implementation demonstrations come from the

Feral Government through the_Department of Health, Education, and

a

-

4(

Welfare and the Department of Labor. ,Initial support should come in the

form of a national invitational workshop-conference for potential mil.

'cipating organizations, systems, and agencies, brought together for the
Federal support

purpose of planning specific implementation projecti.
7

.

fl

I,

should be'continued through the funding of the selected prdiects.

t

3
P7
4

-

INTRODUCTION

II.

In the past decade, high attrition rates and lack of upward mobility
opportOmities for health personnel have been

Solutions

'ma'jor concern.

have been sought to overcome artificial educational and credentialing

obstacles that inhibit advancement andtolefiminate duplicating or overlapping job functions and titles and redundant training' requirements.

Tod5y, this concern has broadened to encompass the rapidly rising costs
.

of health tire and the growing demand f r greater

and

quality assurance.

During this decade,-the Health Services Mobiliy.Study (HSMS) has
been conducted as a research and demonstration project to develop methods,
of facilitating mobil4ty, flexibility and more,effective.use of health-,
services workers.

Under the direction of Dr. Eleanor Gilpatrick,of Hunter,

rc

College in Rew York City, }ISMS has developed a'sophisticated, highlydetoiled, behavior-oriented methodology for job analysis, occupational
structuring, and parallel curriculum design.
the,health

The research setting was

but broader application can be made to other work fields.

Comprehensive research and technical reports, including manuals for apply-

.

e

ing the methodology,

have been published by the HSMS.

The project has

been'funeled'at varying times by the Office of EcOnomic Opportunity, th
.

Department of Health, Ed ucation, and Welfare, and the Department' f Labor,

with DOL serving as,principalfunding agency:
,

,

'Implementation of the HSMS methodOlogy offers the possibility o
realigning job structure

creating more flexible employment-patterns,
)

and designing modular educational programs so that individual's can 1parn

to perform at appropriate levels, in response to stated employment needs,

4

,8

t

n4 then build Oft experience and farther study to advance to..higher levels.

At the same time, employers can prbvide more effective sliperyision and
I

-40

greater accountability by,usIng HSMS methodology to develop
-refe4ented instruments for measuring actual performance on the

cri:te

job.

Sun

Ice it posSible for health care faCilities and

chanisms

.

agencies

,

nitor and contain costs and achieve. quality patient care
1

more effici

y.

.

levels at wh

1

,

This .-can be accomplished by allocating personnel to
.

.

.

they can perfor0 most effectively and by 'reducing the

.

r through detailed task descriptions,thlt state job

human error

expectations e

citly,

Thus it istposeble td control the waste.oftime

rog

assurance

by repetitiPn of incorrect procedures ad4 damage. to

and materials c
.

,

expensive equip

I

Oier with in-service education and quality

,

.

In addition, OrOviding more

nt.

sa

action and

A,

'

opportunity for adV# cement through more realistic job structurs can
'

tk

..

reduce costly personnel turnover};

..

-

,

.

.

112presenstatives of government apenciei, professional medical and
health ,organizations; academic in titutions, and others with knowle4.dne of
4r

or interest in these Problems areijn general agreeMent that HSMS findings
.

have important applications fo.r. tfle health field and valid potential,,im/

.

.

.

"r1,'",
,.,

-4

.

plicatiPns for other ocnupationWareas.

They have, however, expressed a

need for the development of realistic strategies for utilizing the output.
a4

and implementing the methodology'proctically and economically.

.

\

des

'4

'9

.

THE FEASIBILITY STUDY

In August 1976,,Health and Education Resources (HER), a.private'non.

profit organization located in Bethesda, Maryland, presented a proposal,

e

rJ

to the Office Of Research and Development of the Employmeht and Training
Administration, Department of Labor, fdr a feasibility study, to devielop
strategies,for implementation ane utilization of the HSMS findings.

HER

-Nt

staff had previously been involved in task analysis and proficiency exam1'

inatiron development in allied health and had followed the progress of the

HSMS project' over the Veers and recognized the contribution the HSMS findings could make to the health field.

The grant was awarded to HER in

December 1976 for a six-month period, and lateres extended to December
4

1977 to broaden the scope of. interviews among possible participants in
'

potential implementation strategies.
.'

.

.

.

The charge to. Health and Education Resources was (1) to prepare con4.

--.

-

tise Summary Fact Sheets on the HSMS output for use in discussing practical
.

applications with potential users, (2) td consult with representatives of
)0,

professional organizations, hospitals, educational institutions, and government.agencies in order to pbtain`their views as to the feasibility of imr
Olementation and_the degree of their interest and possible support for
,

.

'.

such implementation, and (3)

.

.

if found feasible and -appijtable, to develop

-

..;

,

$/

.

strategies for realistic and practical Implementation and utilization
I?'

4

.

projects in the health field, including diag;ostic r'adioi.o6y, the functional
field 'to which the 'HSMS methodology had bizen'applied:

The feasibility study .began with a'Ithorough review by Rroject staff

and a consultant in educational 'technology of HSMS output, both through
reading published reports of the study 'acrid meetings with Dr. Gilpatrick

to discuss the ftnd flys-d

metio
°

ialning to task analysis and related subjects wasstudied'also to provide
further background.

A series of Summary Fact,Sheets were then prepared, describing all

aspectvof HSMS met odology and.its applicatiOn in dragnostic radiology,
with examples of

tesentative,task descriptions and scaling'instrUments:
Of HSMS; haw to use

The Fact Sheet 1t pics covered a general

HSMS task data to restructure jobs and develop career ladders; how HSMS
methodology can be applied to a functional area; results of the HSMS ap,

.

'plication In diagnostic radiology; and how task descriptions and curriculum

Objectives are developed.

(A full set of the Fact Sheets is attached as
.

Appendix 1.)

At the'same time, an extenselistof individuals to.be"interviewed
.

.

was prepared, and arrangements were made to meet with them in Washington,
New, York, Chicago, New Haven, and Princeton.

These intludetAndividuals

in federal, State and locel governments; hospital administrators and di;rectors of radiology departments; radiolZgisi-S1 radiologic technologists;
educators; and redresentatives 'of professton'al societies,, hospital associa-

tions, labor unions, an

credentialIng and testing organizations.

The.

national meeting of the American Society of Radiologic Technologists
'provided a meeting ground for discussions with a number of radiologists

and ridiologic technologists from many pats of the country.

In *other

.casesinterviews were held by telephone or views were obtained th'rough
written correspondence.

(A full fist of people contacted is attached as

Appendix 2.)
./""

The interviews were carried out as Ln-depth discussions of HSMS'
31

7.- 11

ases intrOducing-individua s to HSMS

methodology and findings, in some

*.

,for the first time, in other case ri sing those already kn. ledge.able
c

d published output, a pecially on

up to date on recent accomplishments

.

r

et-

%

the HSMS functional applicaticin. in ca iology. The interview. elicited
,

.

*interest in the details of HSMS task analysis methodology a d enthusiasm

for its potential utilization.

was fairly uniform a reement that

Ther

the HSMS findings are usable and ha ea practical value in a number of

.

1

.

.

..

areas, particularly performance sta dards, career. and,edu atIonal miobility,

curriculum dexelopment, credentialing, and quality assura ce. ,
.."

Hospitals, expressed a strong concern for, potential use of
.

-.several areas:

cost-effective use of personnel,

reduction

of waste,`meet-

Ing federal reimbursement requirements; and union negotiations.
.

.c

4

.

.

HSMS ,in

They

.

.
(

expeeited little real concern with providing job - satisfaction or equal

.')
/

employment. oppor,tuni t ies ,. but did - recognize the possible use Of *ISMS fort

i'l

.
.

.

,

.

more.effective screening fp,r employment and promotion, evaluatin§ perform
,t.

ante on the job, rd providing job-related in-service programs.
.

Y

Educators viewed the task analysis
base for
.

r

the HSMS criterion-

4

referenced curricula as a logical 'arid effective way to'develop4reallitic
_

,

...

.

.

curricula, testing instruments, and credentialing standards..., Credential,
,

(....

ing agencies saw the potential for selecting cri'teria'for tests to eyaluate
competency.

In fact, the Bureau pf Radiologic Technology, New Yok State'f

.Department-of Health, Fs using the'FiSMS materials 'as the basis for revising:
.

,

the S'tae's approved curriculum:, The American Rigistry'f Radiologrc Tech-

nologists IT using the materials as a resource for the revis-ion of the
Registry test to a criterion-based instrument. Health professionals, par

ticularry in the radiologic sciences, expressed positive interest in and
'

support for implementing HSMS fsindings primarllyAor raising the standards
11

4,

0.

in educatiqn and job performance4
.Federal ?agency representatives expressed interest in utilization of
a.

RSMS methodology for safety and quality assurance, health manpow e r eduJ

cation and training, credentialing, containing health care costs, and
diveldioing an accurate way of measuring performance and cost of services:

Key qpvions posOloy those interviewed were how implementation
projects would affect an institution directly, how they could be carried
out most efficiently and without disruption to existing programs, what
assurances they.could have of support'and cooperation, and what funding
would be available from whom:

Until answers can be given to theseAques-

tions, the roles, qualifiCations, affiliations, interrelationships, and
definite commitments for participation in implementation cannot bA fully
determined.

Project staff also met with DOL and PHEW representatives in a smel
group meeting to review the'results of the interviews and to explore the
possibilities of support for implementation strategiei.

Those attending

were William Throckmorton, EmployAen/ and Training Administration, DOL,
prOject officer; Thomas D. Hatch, Director, -and JOseph. Kadish, Associate

Director, Division of Associated Health Prtfessions, Bureau of Health Man.

per', DHEW, which had 'supported an earlier phase of HSMSIArCher Copley,

r

o

Aiting Director, and John C. Clark, Deputy Director, Division of Health
ServiceS Research and Analysis; National Center for Health Services Re-

sear0, DHEW.

The conferees suggested that the H$MS findings might be

demonstrated in a large health deltVery system such as:the Public Health
0

Service, Veterans Administeation, or military,hosptals, possibly devisiv
1".

a

.

O.

separate project to determlne the cost-saving potential of HSMS methods.'
The conclusions and recommenlations presehted in SeCtion
V evolved
ti

i ce.
13

f

o

<

0.`
.

L directly from the interests, concerns and potential support expresied by
*0 a

those interviewed dueingthe course of this feasibility study.

a

r

'14
- 10 -

0

THE HEALTH 'SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY

The'Health Servicet Mobility S udy began in 1967'as a project funded
.

by the Office of Economic Opportunity to investigate the impedimentsto
upward occupational mobility in New York City municipal hospitals and to
suggest means of overcoming those obstacles. -After studying the problems
of ski.11 shortages and.credentiali g, the project then undertook todesign
a method,to promote occupational mobility by tying curriculum design to
job and task requirements in' an interrelated system.

Subsequent phases

were funded by the Manpower Administration (now Employment and ?raining
Administration) of the Department of Labor, the principal sponior; and by
the Health Services and Mental Health AdministratioR and the Division of

HsaithManpower (nowDivision of Associatkeealth Professions) of
the Bureau of Health Manpower.of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfire. .HSMS was sponsored by the City University of New York through its
4

u

,

.

.

ResearCh4'oundation, and the Hunter College,Schbol of Health Sciences,
'where the HSMS Director, Dr. Eleanor Gilpatrick, hold's the post of Asso-

ciate Professor of Economics.
HSMS developed, fiel-d tested, and applied;a Job analysis method that

incorporated task identification and description, rating of tasks for
skill and knowledge requirements, and g rouping of tasknto.interrelated

hierarchies. The method includes processes-for using task data to design
.

job'ladders, develop _curriculum objectives ancd educational ladders parallel,

.

ing job ladders, and construct evaluation instruments and.profkiency tests.
The HSMS method was pilot-tested in''an ambulatory care community health

center and given a full/scale application in- diagnostic, radiology, including
physicians' tasks.

A shortened version of the' method was subsequently

deve)oped and applied In radiation therapy and diagnostic ultrasound to the
technologist, technician, and aide funs ions.

A 'curriculum has been developed

for these three levels in diagnostic radiology./
thodology rs given on the following pages.

Abrief description of HSMS

Recent'publications of HSMS de -tribe in de all'components of the HSMS method

curriculum development for use as

of task analysis, job ladder design, an
,

9

ucture work', evaluate work performance, develop

a system or in part to s

,job ladders and laiti , design ,job- related educational programs and/or
create work - related test instruments, ./ (All HSMS publications are listed in
.

theSUMmary Fact

i

Bibtrographical materials used by

the study period and by the HER

the HSMS dUri

are given

,

beets in Appendix

feasibility study staff'

Appendix 3 to, provide full references for those wishing addl..

done! background information.)
'How it Is Done

The HSMS method begins with the identification and description of a.
task,**which is viewed as a work activity in which the "performer"'combines
4

e

i
technology, knowledge, materials, and equipment with skills to-produce units

of output., The steps or elements of theetask are described in logical sequence and include other acceptable ways of doing the task anpossible

HSMS guidelines enable those whare not practitioners of

contingencies.

A.task'is a series of work
'Dr. Silpatrick,defines a task as follows:
activities (elements) which are needed to produce an identifiable output
that can be IndependenVy consumed or used, or that can be-used as input in
a further stage oproduction by an individual who may or may not be the
performer of the tisk....The component steps of a task are its elements.
They include the steps needed,:to initiate the task, marry it out, and ter-The elements are the individual small unitts.of work, whether
minate -it.
physical and/or mental, which produce the.output." This definition differs
somewhat from that of other task analysis methodologies which identify each
basic element of work behavior as a talk.

*

- 1216
0,

A

an occupat-lon to serye as task analysts and interview "perf rmersV about
their* tasks.
k.

They can then developdescriptions written in objective

behavioral terms, including the output of the task, materials or tools
s.

used, recrpientSr.and co-workers involved, and a step-byJstep listing of

all the elements of steps in the task.

A knowledgeable task analysis

*director makes a literature search and reviews task identifications for
discrepancies and oMIssions.

Critical review,by outside professionals

checks correctness of language.and sequence and assures that the tasks'
reflect..national standards of practice.
\-

In the shorter HSMS method recently devised for institutions with

limit61 time and resouetes, some tas17destriptions are used as models when
a series of tasks are similar in basic structure.

Other related tasks are

then given.only in summary ?oral, referring back to the,modelssfor the details.

The HSMS method provides scales for rating the tasks-on the skills

and knowledge required to carry out each task. .HSMS definesa skill as a'
'teachable behavioral attri6ute-displayed, when a.perswcanries out a mental
Or physical activity in performing a task.
detailed iriformation

Knowledge is defined as the

acts, concepts, and theories that are parts.of,

specificddisciplines/or subject areas, and.information'on how things func,
tion and/or how to use them.

Skills require-practice if.they,are to be'

lgornedrknowledge is learned primarily through didactic means..
ti

Sixteen skFlls are identified by HSMS:

three are mar al, two arse

: interpersonal, three relate ,to precision,in the use of language, two deal
V

.

4

NV.

with decision making, four cover general intelleaual skills, and two are
.responsibility skills related 'to recognition of the consequences of error

ANA
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n

tas1CpeifoTance.

The HSMS method assuMestharihe activity usedin

performing a task can be evaluated ,for the degree and amount of
requires, and that the skills cap be learned' in increments.

it

HSMS alsO

has a sCale-for task frequency for use in a,specific institution.

A similar scaling method is used to measure tasks for knowledge, using
a taionomy of knowledge categories in natural sciences,, engineering and

4

technology, social sciences, mathematics, humanities and the arts, and
miscellaneous disciplines.

The principles for the knowledge scale involve

the amount of, knowledge and the depth of unde'ittanding needed in

he cate-

%

gory.

A scale value attached to a task indicates that knowledge'in that

category is coniciousN applied to some degree and that it is learnable
and can thus be ,included in a curriculum.

1

When the tasks have been scaled'for skill and knowledge requirements;
the HSMS. method usesa statistical technique called factor analysis, in

conjunction withi.computer process, to assign tasks to groupings with re,

iated skills and knowledges.* Thus' tasks-requiring similar skills and

( knowledge at similar scale values areassigned.to cOcresponding and appro...
t

,
-..-A

.

..

pOate Job levels:

These gioupings Are then used to recommend job la4ders,
,

..

which are arrangements of Jobs in promotiOnal steps derived from the task

SMS in,Its task
analysii method, was prepared/at the Suggestion of the HSMS Advisory Panel,
by Dr. E rl E. Davis,former Chief Consultant of HSMS,,in January 1576,
entitled "Some Notes on the Statistical Method Utilized by theHealth.
bility Study," including\a,detailed bibliography. Two indeServices
pendent scholars to research methods and statistics were asked to judge
the appropriateness and intrinsic worth of the methodology. They were
Philip R.:Merrtfield,.Professor of Educational Psychology at New- York Univarslety, and,Mark .1. Appelbaum; Associate Profesior Of Psychology and Asso- ciate Dean of the Graduate Schbol, University of North Carolina at Chapel
These papers are beinipubllshed in an HSMS Research Report.
\

* A ratfbnile for the statistical'procedures_aillzed by

1 1
4,

0

groups. 'In.diagnostic radiology, for example, the HSMS job ladder recom-.
mendations show a quality assurance career line from aide to technician
and, then to radiologic technologist or radiation physicist; a patient care

career line moves from aide and technician to radiologic technologist or
to clinical or emergency care nursing specialties.

Job lattice recommehda-

tions offer crossover and promotional options to alternative specialties.
The quality assurance and patient care technicians both have sufficiently
transferable training ttiat is relevant (although different An each case)

for continuing towards radiologic technology as well as tolfds physicist
or nursing occupations.

Indiyiduals can make a decision at the entry

level to change direction from machine-oriented Co people-oriented work

according to their own needs, interests, and abilities, without wasting
*

much training investment.

In this way, it is possible to avoid unnecessary overlapping of tsks
.and, uneconomical assignment of low-level'tasks to higher-level titles.

At

the same time, the individual's training for and experience in a job at
one level is preparatiOn for the next higher level within a related category.

This

a key advaritage of the KSMS method, p,;rticulati.jf in the health field.

The HSMS 'task data and analytic techniques make it possible to specify

a set of educational objectives;-dffer a structured set of intended leacning outcomes in the form,of currjculpm objectives, and arrange these to
provide an educational laddei-.

The task descriptions can be used as in-

'strUctional materials Inaq.educatIonal program.

The curriculum objectives

describe what is to be learned to perforM each task, specifying the type

of skill or the area of knowledge to be mastered, the level of Competence;
and the task activities in which the dontent must be ddinonstrated or applied.

- 15-
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%

,

,Bypresenting.the work behavAK in combination with the skill or knowledge
discipline rn the curriculum objectives; the method assures Job relevance,
,

.

an academic context, Amd,a focus on the desired end product.
---

The HSMS curriculuin objectives also provide meterials'for 4elerioh
of'profictency,test;rtems, thus providing tests with built-in content

validity to measurecodpetence in a particular work-related skill.or knowledge at a known level of difficulty.

The tests can'Ahus be used to evalmite,

dent performance, diagnose inadequate curriculum content, give credit
for advanced staQding, and make possible greater employability for graduates.

If the same base were used-for credentialing in, 04 oaupational

1

..,

.

field;

.

with schools across the country usFng similar curriculum objectives, the
niob lily and,employabilIty of personnel in the field across

borders

would be enhanced.
0

Task descriptions reflecting actual and/or desired Job performance
"-can also be used to develop Instruments to set specific departmental goals.
arid standards

to

assess overall.functioning in a department, to pinpoidt%.
.

valuate individual
evaluate

tasks being carried out below acceptable levelsk and

C./

performance.

The HSMS methodology in thete ways provides valuabie techniques. and-

°
J

tools for hosititals and other. health care institutions seeking ways to

,

-achieve greater accountability, more flexible staffing patterns, and 'cost -\
.

effective quality health eare

.

The maNdoiogy can be used-1n health and'

_

.

'other work.areis to develb0 objective c.

and,eduCational pre aration required at

.

teria for IdOlittfying Job tasks
feren

levels, for desccibing

0

and evaluating Job perfOrreance, and for develo9/1 g 6.1tarion-referenced tests

with content validity to meet Equal Employment Opportunity.5oAmission guideliqei.

20
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

V.

Values of the HSMS

A.

'

Job and task analysis is not neW and some basic principles obtain for
all 'methodologies dealing withcsuch analysis.

16 our.opinion, the HSMS

'methodology has certain speci.al characterist(ks and breadth of application"
!,

It is a so-

that are not common in most jCb acid task analysis methods.
,

phisticated, rational and treasonable method, meticulously conceived and.

techniques used inother settings,

executed, '!Although it employs

plies them more concisely and in greater detail.
This method can be used in health,andlany other occupational field.
"'It develops detailed,.in-depth descriptions of jobs by analyzing the tasks
performed and the elements that comprise those tasks.

The analysis in-

4

4°'

t

eludes not only the approOriate ways to carry out a specif c task but the'

(

,

nowleddes and skills required, including human'inferactipm shills, rarely
approached elsewhere.

it describes the interrplationship'between "ger-

.

formers," and,defines'the product or service that one receives from another.
The knowledges.and skills are analyzed and assigned values.

Tasks'are described in terms of their elements and "tracked" so that
their appearance and reappearance in the overall organizational structure
Thus, it is possible

can be seen in terms of "clusters" or "fampies."

to,show ways i n which performers with certain recognized groups of knowl.

fedges and skills can be used i n other categories of woriiI that' may..requi re
the s9me or .s.imilar knowledgesond skills.

,

.
,

.

me examples:of
specific applications are:
.

.

.

.

.

.

04,

Illr A hospital can transfer a performer laterally from one department
)

.

,
.

...o.

,

't

which may be closing down or overstaffed to another which may be expanding,

-

1 7 -
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where the person can use similap'skills but in a different;setting.
A performer who shoWrs aptitude and interest for a nurses aide
,

,,training program

an be evaluated for entry'into such a program, and

curriculum modules can be developed building on present4level,experience
Q

se

at less cost than a,program that begins,1rom base zero witheut taking
.

1

account of past experience and,acquired skills. f;4
4

In considering employment of minority workers, the HSAS detailed

'rob descriv iontcreate a firm base for fair procedures for hiring; superThe methodology

vision, evaluation, proMotion, transfer, or demotion.
a
.
t

also can be valuable in union negotiations.
.-,'

a

,

,

By giving curriculum objectives based on tasks actually performed
1

,

.

\

.

on the job, HSMS enables employers and educators to develop educational
modules that allow the worker, whether'skilied or unskilled;.technical
ti

-

,

or professional, to enter at the leVel,..of education appropriate to his /her
accumulated work and educational experience. ,

O. Educational systemsah bet developed to include a variety of entry
erformance criteria: ,short-term programs

and.exit points all -based on .job
_

1

to enable the worker. to move ahead

n steps 'as worst and fundslermit,
,T-

it

...

.-

and lon" -term programs with a clear articulation between short-term, two
year associate degree,.four-year baccalaureate; and traduate programs.
Thi<TSMS method is bated on sound, scjenilfic
brogd

'cation.

p

Designed-originally to fill 'the need .for an upgrading

process absent in the' health indus'try, it can be' used rn'addltioal ways

within the'health field and across all occupational fields.
in Its educational component as in liStaskiinalysis comp(

It is as strong

Thetwo are

0
melded together in a manner that results to a doubly effective tool for all

A

-x.18.
r.

'fields.

It is a statistically viable method that requires no special

statistical, methods for the health field to implement its findings.

The HSMS methodology has produced a bonus unlocked for at
teption in 1967.

-riffs

in-

it has produced a' tool for monitoring andcontroliing

quality, safe practice, and costs effectively.

This can be done'througR

.111M11(

the method's ability to pinpoint exactly where human error takes place,

wheh mechanical processes fail, where gaps and overlaps exist it task
performance, when unnecessary repetition of procedures occurs, an'd how
materials are wasted.

This has far-reaching implications for revi.ew of

health care standards apd for payment for heaifh services..
B.

Feasibility and Applicability of the Health, Services Mobility Study

It isthe opi4n of, the Health and Education Resources staff that
the HSMSmethodolbgy and findings are viable and valuable and that their
practical applications can be demonitrated effectively and eConomicallyl.

While broad application can be made to all work fields, a specific series
of approaches

suggested here to illustrate applications we-consider

Particularly useful.

They are ranked

1.4

.

order of practicality based on

-cost effectiveness and on their seqiiential effeCtspthat is, how the
.

knowlesIge and experience gained from one implementation project may en-

hence the outcome of another project.
07

In all instances, whatever the scope of an implementation project,
d

'complete involvement and,sapport at allitevel

in the'participating..

facility, institution, or agency is basic to success.

Such support must
A

come from the top down and'be carefully built up frothe bottom.

It

is

our strong recommendation that any implementation project must incltilde
this in selecting the project criteria.

0-
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In addition, it is important to

23-
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Choose more than one facility for any implementation project,- not only to
N

demonstrate a degree of validity for the process but also to aid in wider
.

acceptance of any beneficial learning and change that may result.

To this

end, the choice of several different geographical locations across the
`country. should increase both diversity .of locale and broader awareness of
.

applicability.

Where the phrase hospital /hospital system is used, other types of large

health facilities such as a health maintenance organization or other primary
care facility might also'be used.

Weflelthat the first, application should

be in hospitatS, primarily in lrge'medical teaching centers or groups of
hospitals incoTporating laige enough numbers of individual staff membefs

and volume of servicesfor a comprehensive and valid demonstration.
No funding amounts are suggested at this time.

They can be developed

more appropriately when the'various options'have been review

in detail

and the 'selected implementation strategies investigated with.potent

1

participants, sponsors, and funding bodies.
1.

immediate Applications
Immediate, short-range implementations should be designed to show

the value and applicability of the HSMS methodology and findings

tothe

health field.' By "health field" we mean health,facilities, agencies,
:systems, and institutions both for the delivery of health services And
for the training and education of health performers at all levels,.
skilled and non-skflled.
a.

Radiology Departments) of Large Hospital(s) or Hospital System(S)
An implementationvroject in this setting.woUld apply the
HSM51/4methoaolOgy to:

id*

24
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:

N

accurate detailed job descOptions for all

(1)

positions in the department(s), based on the HSMS task
'descriptions.
,

,

(2)

Reviewing and restructuring jobs as needed for more

effective use of personnel, creating new job levels where_ ,desirable, and opening opportunities-foraerSonnel to move

r

vertically and horigontallys .
(3)

Developing an effective quality assurance and-safe

practices program.to reduce waste and assure quality-and
lk

safe prattices.

This provides two important demonstration

opportunities; one, the creation of a quality assurance
technician or technologist Job level where the volume of
,

work makes it feasible (this means special responsibility
assigned by) he department administrator and does hot in,

dicate special credintialing); two, the demonstration within

0

.

a relatively short period of the cost-saving

abilities of

the applied HSMS methodology and findings.
.01)

Developing in- service edutation programs that meet
needs.,,,

(5)

.Developing criterion-referenced evaluation instruments'

for job candidates and jOb performance.

The major work has been completed- in anOlyzing tasks,

writing Job descriptions, and develops job structures in
radiology departments of large hospitals.
%)

The method for

adapting them to the particular requirements of an individual

4

-
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4

a

This

radiology, department exists in the HSMS methodology.

would reduce start-up time and costs and would be a practical
.

4\

approach in a shorter period of time.
IF

I,

At the'simplest level, but one that wouldlre far-I-reaching

b.

.

,

#

I

effect for a large system such as the Public Health Sekvice
.

hospitals, VA,'or military hospitalv; HSMS'ean be used for.
.,..

4

.

,

.

Ya.

the single goal of writing, accurate and detailed job descrlptions for the radionogy department.

This would affect not
:

.

only the use ofrrscinnel,and.the supervisory and evaluation
...._

-

.

.

processes, but could alscibe valuable, for tenure.determinations
.

and thus affect the long-range qualily of staff performance,

.

one of-the continuing 'problems of civil and military service
systems.

1.L
.!t

Intermediate Applications

2.

Hospitals and Hospi,tal Systems':

at

All Departments
.

.

-

A common-sense continuation of the Immediate Application

)

.

I *"

,
4

M."

,

-

project would'be-to extend the successful application in radiology to, asl many

h

'

t

.-

.

1

le

er dep'ar'tOets within a facility as the,

Institution has the capability and desire to"iMplement. .Sug-.
gested points might be hobsekeeping, dietetits;
laboratory.

t

The latest HSMS publications are, Jn effect, manuals

describing in detail how to carry but the task analysis method,.

4

ology in other fields.

It might be particularly useful where

.

.seVeral hospixah are Tergng, or where a hospital harbeen newly'
"1.

organized or is 'expanding.°
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b.

Cost - Monitoring /Cost Reduction Evaluation
-.

An effective starting point to determine whether HSMS

rough
can help contain costs would be trough

using the alrea

....

gy departments,

g task descr ptions and other HSMS

exist

materials in t is are-The
through the.appl

.

I would be. to reduce costs

lity assurance program alone

ation of

or-together with of er HSMS recommendations described under
The method could also be applied to

Immediate AppliCati n a.

A

--p-Foka-d-i-ng-4--at anal and accurate way for measuring health

care services p

formed by providers in.order to determine
paymen s.

realistic third-part

ToIL

c.

Educational Institutions:

RadLologic Sciences

Educational institutions teaching the radiologic sciences

would be an ideal setting for implementing curriculum development, using the HSMS method of designi.ng criterion-referenced

curriculum objectiGe;'based on clinical'task performance and

(

HSMS curricula models.

This should include development of a

modulOr approach to educational programs related to Clinical
need and well articulated so that each module represents a
complete' credit unit that beomes a bdilding blockktoward the next level.

An implementation project should Include academic

four-year and two-year degree-granting institutions and non;
academic technical education.centers granting certificates.
d.

Hospitals, Educational Institutions and Credentialing Bodies
An optimum project design would derionstra e a plicability

and value of the HSMS methodology to cooperative efforts by

O

-2327
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hospitals and affiliated educational institutions and would
include the standard - sitting add credentialing entities con..

cerned.

This would indicate ways to maximize the working

relationships of both' types of institutions and how to 0

strengthen these relationships to improve their planning,

operation, anddelivery of services.
..tha coop.

A,project could include

attire- development of in-serviceand,educational

institution. programs based on clinical need, work-study pro-

grams, apprentice programs, released time from work for study,
,

and shared-time programs for pairs of people sharing job reWhere a group

sponsibility and study on an alternating basis.

of health and educational facilities is close enough geographi-

cally,.a consortium approach can be developed.

4.

The involvement

of these groups with cedentialing bodies may make it possible
to combine their common concern for continuing improvement Of

educational, credentialing, and performance standards into a

fjrstttme opportunity for demonstrating practically how such
standards could be improved throughjoint effort.
3.

Long-Range Applications
a.

In the Heafth Field:.
(1)

Further applications should be transposed from the

klitial.hospial experience to additional large hospitals, Primary_care centers,' and HMOs, with similar

goals,and results projected.
(2)

Another application, and a most challenging one, would
be the use of HSMS methodology to establish a base for

determining appropriate,reimbursement for health
Care services.
.

(3),

-

The quality assurance andsafe practices program
,

previously described could be applied on a longterm basis and on a larger scale:
In Education:

b.

Application to curriculum revision in programs for the
allied health sciences, including health tare administration,

.

over a lengthy period could demonstrate the'advantges of a
modular, well-articulated curriculum design which divides and
assigns responsibility for different levels of learning to
'.Iraining centers, comm

each type of f-edlicational

munity colleges, baccalaureate, and graduate institutions.
The goal would be raising educational standards by developing
consistent curricula .related to performance requirements and
based on objective, realistic jod, b descriptions.

This can re-

sult in clear.,articulation between the non-academic certificate

technical training centers and-academic institutions, as well

AM

etween two-year and four-year acimiemic degree programs.

It canalso lead to improved teaching,through specifically
designed curriculum objectives,and.better prepared graduates.
Credentialing:
\

HSMS could be applied to the design of more accurate proficiency and equivalency tests and determining national per,

formance standards.
d.

In Other nerds:
._

Since.many steps are the same,tn all fields. Iva:

29
2 5

planning,

O

evaluation, etc., applica-

Inventory, hiring, equipment

tion could be demontirated rn induStry byselecting appropriate

.,areas for pilot projects, studying basic models of tasks, and

testing use of the task analysis methodology.
e.

The HSMS methodology could be applied to the development, of
descriptive content for Civil Service classifications.,and
for evaluations fo'r tenure,' promotion,- and salary increments.

.

The methodology for, task analysis and descriptions could
.

,

ultimately be used for future revision of the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles.
g.

0

/

Flexible Wdtking patterns sdch as part-time employment and

work sharing may beci-eated more easily, with the detailed
job descriptions developed under the HSMS system delineating
the exact responsibilities of the indiTiiduals holding each
.

job.
C.

Where Do We Go Now? '\
In considering implementation projects for the' immediate and inter.

mediate stages in the health field, it is probable that such projects
could be run sequentially or concurrently.,

However the impetus for inl-

tlating such projects must be addressed first.

The Federal Government could encourage.nOn-governmental groups to

adopt and adapt the HSMS approaches in various types of health and educe
.,

°

tional Institutions without fedePal dollars,:

the public domain and available through ERIC

The HSMS dbcuments are in
d NTIS.

But it is our

opinion, based on observations and discussions during interviews,, that,

unless funds' are available from the government, little w111be done.

.-

263.0

s

let

individual components of the methodology that, have been adapted so 'far,

. such as a quality assurance program, cost reduction effoll, and curriculum

and credentialing revisions, havebeenuseful to thost who havetcarried
them out, and can be replicated by others.

But nothing has been done on

a systematic or w despread bas

There must be a " tment by the Federal Government, or each institution will have to gd ahead on its own at a conpid trably higher cost,

not a practical approach in terms of time or money.

Once-the HSMS meth-

odology has been demonstrated in,a practical application and on a-scale
that reaches a substantial'. group, it will be easier to use and to apply
to 1pher settings.

Because it is-detailed and far reaching, the method-,

ology-e4eds to be applied in.prder to explore its full pptential.

When

the short-range and long-range benefits are demonstrated; administratori
of health care facilities will be able to choose as "much of the tpethod as
fits their needs.

At this time, the HSMS methodology and findings are being

studied by.the Health Care Financing Administration and the National institute of Drug Abuse of DHEW,for dietential utilization.

lt,is po;sible that a foundation might assume responsibility for

sup-

,

porting one aspect of a demonstratioh, or a professional testing service
.

.

or other group. might be interested in implementing part of the project.

Butit is unlikely that any of these would sustain a continuity of effort
or implement applications" of broad scope or depth.

It is"more feasible

for governmenor a large organization, association, or system to initiate
imp4ementation.

Otherwise it.woulci take years and much duplication of

resources.

'

4.°

A full government commitment to implemehtation on a continuing basis
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(

-

would demonstrate concerwand,support for improved quality of education,
,

A Fedei-al Government

employability, credentialing, an
'-1

mmitMent could create a meeting'of AeAworkplace and acailemla,'begin:

ning with a'short-term project and adding-on
'

Health and Education.Resources suggests that the first step should
Ah

.

nce to determine which of the

be a national invitational Ogrks
1

implementation sitrategies would,be,most viable anc in what order and re,

latiohship they should be organized.

A Workshop-conference would provide

an opportunity to bi:Ing together representatives of different groups

likely to be interested in participating in planning and'implementa lob:
hospital administrators 'and teustees, directors 'of hospital medical
A

partMgnts (such as radiology) educators, and representiaves of pro,.
fessonal associationi,ccredentiafing bodies, unions, jnsurance companies
related health getups, and -concerned Federal, State and' local go;iernment
agencies.
1/4.
.

Such a conference would Iuild on the contacts and knowledge, gained
during the. feasibklity, study, and would enable, participants to analyze

mechanisms for developing utilization 'models in different settings; iden-.tify individuals and insti tutions to take part in' mpfementation projects,.

)and explore the:scope Pf

mPlementatiori, possible, consortium arrangements,
,

training programs, budgeeing, funding sources, ,tr.4 logiitics.
Proposals for implementation strategies would develop from this
2-

ii-

formational workshop-conference, which also could result in preparation
Jof materials and aidi for utilizing HS.OS findings and disseminating in,

formation about the methodology to interested persons and,groups around
the country. -

1

From this, a second -phase strategy could be developed as. a three-toive yea

project in radiology depattments of large hospitali and hospital
-

sy tems,

d radiolobic sciences )ppartments of:affiliated educational
.

of'professiomal Societies and
e
inst.tutions, with the close involvement
-

.

crede tial.ing bodies.. .The exiSting.task descriptions in diagnostic

radiology (and the sh

tened 'versions in radiation therapy and- medical

ultrasou d) could be applied directly to'the review of existing jobs and
qr

personnel structures, reclassification of personnel to delete obsolete
job titles and realig

job levels;and, to.measurement of staff performance
\\,

against est blished criteria.
by the acad
eval ate 'stu

-Related curriculum objectives could be used

is institutions to design building blo k educational programs,,

\

Ligation programs to

t performan4,.andset up continuing
.

.;

meet designi ed..dareas of weakneSt.
,

application o

r more other h

the HSMS methodol'ogy t

tions and Scaling Tasks for Skills and K

areas.

(Writing Tall( Descrip-

With the publication of HSMS Research Re

/;;be

involve

niation sttateg

The third stageOf a proposed

ledge:

feasible for such an applicatiOn

,;- Manuals's),

ried

three year period, starting simultaneously with

t in a two- oter Phase t

r soorl,

Training workshops could teach techniques of task

t appears

nalysis a d scaling of
J

4

skills and 'knowledge to a selected group s\f persons

o would t en.develop

task descriptions and-scaling in several selected occup tional are

in

\

participating institutions.
An important component of all'implementation strategies\developed
should be the dissemination, of information to oifiers, who may be in-

teresd in application technlque.

Manuals, audiovisual aids,-eXamples

- i9 -

of tools and instruments used to apply the methodology, and other useful
materials could be developed during and after implementation projects
for such purposes.
c

c,

(
^

-

its

r
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,APPENDIX A

HEALTH and' EDTICAT9N RESOURCES

;.

a non-profit organization( for the development oiprograms
and communications in health, education anti sou I services
9650 RoCkville Pike, Bethesda, Md., 20014 0011 530-60.55
Da)Ias Johnson, President

May 5..1977

/
.Mr. William Throckmorton
Office of Reierch and Development
Employment and Training Administration

,t

U.S, Departopent of Labor

'Mashington, D.C. 20213

Dear Mt. Throckmorton

r

Attached is a complete set of Fact Sheets summarizing /he Wealth
Services Mobility Study iMSMS), which we have developed as part
of the feasibility study being conducted by Health and Education
Resources, under Grant No. 14-24-77706, t6 develop a strategy",
for implementation and utilization of findings of,HSMS.
The Summary Fact Sheets c ver-tfie following topics
o

M.-Gee

statement on SMS=its prime - .focus, possible area
eetives,
metho ology, and potential impact;
of use,
/2) ,Use of HSMS task data, to restructure Jobs, develop cireer ladders,and-evaluate performance;
(3) HSMS methodology, with examples of'Skill Scale, Knowledge Classification System, Khowledge Scale, and HSMS job structure andcareer ladder recommendations in diagnatic radiology;
(4) Application of HSMS task data in diagnostic radiology, including
key findings of this application;
(5) Sampling of the product of the HSMS job analysislmethodolis ,
with examples of task description and curriculum objective skifits;
(6) Explanation of HSMS Curriculum objectives and guidelines and
how they can be used.
6

5,

,

.4.

These Fact Sheets are serving as background data for'n*Aeoth discussions About the proce res and implications of HSMS
who may be interested in participating in .the implementation process.

,-

,Sincerely.

r

Dal4s Johnson
President,
Project Director

HER/bmr
Fnclosure
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Atploringyays to ilplelient
THE HEALTH SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY
/

methodology to analyse jobs, create job:and career ladders, develop
claviculum objectives, and evaluate performance

'4

The HEALTH SERVICES MOBILITY _STUDY :(HSMS) has been involvtd in researph in the health.manpowor-fieid singe 1967. HSNS is sponsored by,
the City, University of New York through the Research foundation and
1RUnter College. Funding lot HSMS has come primarily from the Employment
and Training Administration of the.U.S. beparttent of Labor, as well as
theOffice of Economic opportunity, "and _the Health Services, and Hental ,
Health Administration and the Bureau of 'Health/Manpower; both of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The Director of the Project;
De. Eleanor Gilpatrick, holds. the rank efAstobiate Professor at the.
Bunter College School of Health. Sciencea.

The prime focus for implementing Hun findings is in immediateuse
of the results othe first fullAtcale application of the HSMS task analysis methodology to an entire functional area, diagnostic radiology.
.

Publications-of HSMS detcribidg this application include recqmmenda.tions onjob structures and career laddirs.that can take individuals from
entry-level jobs to professional levels,- and suggestions on-Curricula to
parallel the job'ladder recommendations to/create educational ladders.
The job descriptions and task analysis results in diagnostic radiology
can be used by:
4'

,

.* Employers - hospital management
to write new and revised
job descriptions,: to create new job.sttuctures that will save costs by
making optimum use of more highly trained and_more expensive employees
and still have all the work carried out' competently, to,assign new work
activities to appropriate staff, to.hold down personnel costs;.eto full
1
legislative and court mendates for quality assurance and job=kilated
staffing policies, ensuring that tests of employment t-ate related to Adequate performance on the job and-meetIEEOC an4 Title VIIgUidelines,
* Employees .-;professionel,apsociations,.unions p to. provide
opportunity to'Move ahead within an institution, to alter the'jobc'market' 1,
early and eern incomkWhile continuing to study and train for higher level ,"
jobs without having tAstatt- all over' again.

an

* Educaiionil institutions - to provide.job-related c rticula in
proper sequences tied to
finical practice; to develo0 curricula for new
technologies and emergin occupations (such al in radiation therapy and
ultiasound); to proVide i tructional materials describing work as it
should be: done andinpoint ng what most be taught to achieve quality
standards.
.

:

4

* Government'- to promote public safety, quality assurance,
career mobility, and maximum utilization or employed individuals, and to
help implement and enforce EEOC and Titlg VII requirements.

a&e

r

A

%
a
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SNS is through appliA second area for potential implementation
cation of the methodology developed by the Study to other functional areas
of health services. Implementation of the broaand comprehensive methodology is appropriate for large institutions or groups of institutions.
Pa'rtial application of components pf the methodology also is possible:
use of the task definition and of the skill and knowledge scales, for
example, to identify job requirements, to structure jobs and designi job
sequences, totriake an inventory of staff knowledges and skills,,fo relate
task behavior to curriculum objectives.

A Brief View offiSte Objectives
Major foals of the HSMS task analysis method are:
1.
Design of job ladders - a logical arrangement of jobs from
rift level to another-within an interrelated grouping or family of tasks.
As a result, an indiVidual's training for and experience in a lower-level
;jobis preparation for, the nextjob level; the additional education and
training needed are kept to a minimum.
2.
Design of educationalJadders provides a sequence cif study
to parallel the job sequence. One student could exit to a job while
others continue studying for jobs at higher levels; that first student
could reenter a study program without having to start all over again,
andcould move further up the ladder.

'3.
Design of instruments to evaluate performance on the job
with task data used in evaluation.

Use of task and curriculum data for creation of job-relevant
_L----ffroficiency examinations.
4.

HSMS assigns tasks to groupings that require related skills and kw/callus, and assigns the tasks within-each grouping to job levels. The tasks
within each job level in a given grouping would require similar levels of
the skills and knOWledges that characterize the group.
Using the results to create job and educational ladders means that
-----empl9yeescan beltrained to-reach their maximum potential and can also
hayaincome-producing jobs along the way that reinforce 'their training.
Employees tan support themielves, erd institutions can have the benefit
of their training at one level while they prepare to move up to the next
level.

* The HSMS approach also makes it leossible to uncover lattice or crossover possibilities, especiall, at early stages'where the investment in'
specialized training is not great. By .earning basic concept's or skills,
a person is able to do other jobs that may be in a different context but
require similar'skills and knowledge. Thus individuals might be able to
move upward in another area offering pore opportunities for advancement.
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Potential Impact
The HSMS methodology can provide valuable techniq es and tools
seeking
for hospitals and other health care institutions that ir
ways to meet the demand for more accountability, tit develop r
flexible staffing patterns, and to achieve cost-effective health care.
This methodology can be usedto develop objective criteria for
identifying job tasks and educational preparatioh at different
levels, describing and evaluating satisfactory performance,, and developing criterion-referenced tests with content validity, to meet requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act, Equal Pay Act,-Equal Employment
Opportunities CgOinission (FEOC) regulations, Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act, andOecutive Orders 11246 and 11375 concerning Affirmative
ACtion Progrdpms.
_

1'

4

r
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HEALTH SERVICES-MOBILITY STUDY

.

Wow to Use HSMS Task Data toRestructure Jobs, Develop Career Ladders
and Evaluate Performarice

.

olume '1 of HSMS Resear411 Report Mo. 8 presents the 'results of
it was applied to diagnostic radiology.
the HSMS job analysts method
Chapter) Fn 'this volume is directed to the hospital-or department
administrator and suggests how the data and results can be used by
an individual institution to make rational use of manpower:
Analysis of Job Structures
1.
Data Preparation: How to decide on Job titles to be examined,
identify tasks being carried out In those titles, analyze the pattern
mp:
of distribution of the tasks in terms of overlaps across jobs, level
of tasks and groupings of tasks; how to analyze overlarlping of task
and appropriate allocations of tasks torjob titles by levels and
factors;
.

.

2. Task Overlap: -This,occurs when the same task is found in
more than one job title, and iemost important wherelthe jobs are at
different levels. Allocation of low-level tasks to high-level titles
Specific examples of wasteful practices are cited In
is not economic.
In-house analysis of overlap data can result in separation'
the report.
of necessary from unnecessary task overlaps and a more economic restructuring of jobs.
,

.

3.
Job Structure by Task Level and Factor,: How, to allocate tasks
at the some level to jobs at that level, using -the percentage distribu-.
tions and task frequency data to examine whether the current'alocations
are sound.

4.
Creation of Mew Jobs: If the institution wishes to restructure
new Jobs, the Manual sets guides for how to do this.

Analysis of Cost Aspects of Career Mobility Programs
1.

Costs of educational program - classroom instruction, clinical

practice;
2.

Trainee costs to enable them to maintain income while studying;

3.

Salary for relief employees who fill posts of trainees while.

they study;4.

Waste incurrred if trainees fail.

39

.
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Restructuring Jobs

.B-23

/
Hospitalscould stop produbing their
Example of HSMS Recommendation:
.
own educational programs and combine into city-wide or lysterwftle
consortia -to purchase educational programs from academic institutions
offering credits towards degrees.. ,Students 'could remainin their jobs
and be givenreleased-time training, so they maintain an income source,
hospital retains services of current staff, and educational institution
Y"' cap use Its plant to'maximum efficiency.
.

,

%Selection Criteria for Trainees
.,

Ghies suggestions for selecting trainees for upgrading.

.

Row to Use Task Data for Performance Evaluation

HSMStask deStriptions'or,extended tagk names can be used to assess,
whether an' institution isfachleviits goals, to pinpoint which'tasks
are beinglbarried out below acceptable levels, and to evaluate an'individual's performance. The chapter.discusses ways to:
L

Select HSMS tasks to be included in the review,,employees to
be tated,and persons who will rate the work from past experlelice or
observation.
1.

4.

Use HSMS task descriptrEns to reflect, actual and/or desired
perfortmence,at the'insiltUtion.

,

,

.

..,

,,-k-.

3:. Develop, rating TnstrUments to assess the performer's -outputs
.v
or perfOrmanCe.- ,,.
.

.

.

^

.

.

.

,

.

Graph restiltsof ratings to show the quality of performance
4.
It is then poAlble to pinpoint
of individuals and-the institution.
problem tas-and
problem perfbrmers, to diagnose what it is about the
sk
quality,of the ae ormanAp or.outpurthat has fed to inadequitmressati,
-ograths
through training or reorganization.
pr
and to desivt-r d d

',
,
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i
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The following documents are currently available from this office upon prepayment by check made out to the Health Services Mobility Study. 'Please indicate your choices and enclose Orepyment.°
No. of
Documents

Document
-

ID

'Research
Rpt. No. 1

Train Practical Nurses to Become Registered
Nurses: A Survey of the pN Point of yiew,1968..
(Includes supplement.)
$15.00

Research
Rpt. No. 2

The OccupatkOnal Structure of Niw'York City
Municipal Hospitals, 1970,(hardbou4d).

$15.00

Research Rpt.
No. 4 & 5

Suggestions For Job and Curriculum Ladders in
Health Center Ambulatory Care: A Pilot Test
of the Health ServicelMobility Study Methodology, 1972 (indicative results).

$15.00

41$

0
Working Paper
No. 11

1

Unit
Price

Name and Description

T#chnical
Rpt. No. 11

Technical
Rpt. No. 12

Technical
Rpt. No. 13

$10.00

Final Report for the Period October, 1967
Through March, 1972. (Overview of task
analysis methods.)

$10.00

First Progress Report For Phase Four:
(OverApril 1, 1972 to March 15, 1973.
view of the HSMS methodology.).

$10.00

An Introduction To The Work of The Health
Services Mobility Study As of April, 1975.

$ 5.00

Dr.iie.anor Gilpatrick, Director
Health Services Mobility Study
302 Wesr 12 Street
Net.; York,

Mail to:

0

Name
Organization
Stfeet Address
City

The Design of Curriculum Guidelines for Educational Ladders Using Task Data, 1973. (Design of curriculum objectives.)

Y. 100111

PleaseFill Out (Print or Type)
Title
bar.
Zip Code

State

41
-37 -
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If the following documents would be. of interest to you, please'so rndicate and
we will advise you wben they become avaitable: Documents marked with "asterisk
can 6e ordered now with check made out to the Health Seqvices nobility Study.
Prepa ment is required for arailahle document
Actual (*) or
Book Ord-..rrExpected
or Check if Doeument
Name and Description
Price
ID
Interested
.

1

.

.

.

,

.

.

Task Descriptions In Diagnostic Radiology.
The approved, full descriptions of all tasks.
$35.00*
Medical Tasks: What the Radiologists Do,
Radiologic Technologist Examination Tasks
$45.00*
Dealing with Patient Procedures.

Research Report No. 7
Vol. 1
Vol. 2

l'' .

.

i

.....

,

Machine- Related, Patient care and Administrative Tasks'. (Includes Quality Assurance)
Index of Tasks by Code No.(Summary of all
tasks add location Fy volume.)

Vol. 3
,

Vol. 4

$25.00*

$5.00*

.

.

Research Report No. 8
Vol. 1
(Describes scaling,
factor analysis, how
to use data for ladders)
Vol. 2
,

Using Task Data in-Diagnostic Radiology.
(Based on Research Report No. 7.)
Job-La ers n Diagnostic Radiology: Assignw
ing T ks to obs.
t.
Safe Practice aknd Radiation Health Protection Aspects of Tasks.
Curriculum Objectives for Radiologic Tech-

$15.00"
,

$25.00
nology.
(Describes methodology for developing curr culum behavior objectives)
Using Task Data.F,,r Performance Evaluation
Working Paper
esting. Theory of Criterion-'
and Proficienc
No. 12
orm-Referencing; Task Data
Referencing
$20.00
-sting and Evaluation.
as Inpu
.

\

The echnologist Function in Fields Related
Tasks if} Radiation Therapy an.
to Radiology:

Research
port No. 9

Diagnostic Ultrasound.
(Describe shortened methocrof task analysis in Ch. 1)
Job Ladders in Radiology, Radiotherapy,
ch ReRes
and Ultrasound?
port Ni. 10
What Task Analysis Shows.
Skill and Knowledge, Data.

.

$25.00*

.

Research*Report No. 11
Vol. 1
,

Vol. 2

__-. r,

Vol. 3

Vol. 4%
c o arsi, review)

.

Fill Out:'
Print
or type.

The Health Services Mobility Study Method.
of Task Analysis and Curriculum Design.,
Basic Tools: The Concepts, Task IdentifioAkon,
$15.00*
Skill Scales and Knowledge System.
,w
Writing Task Descriptions and
15.00*
Scaling Tasks. for Skills and Knowledgv*
$25.00
'A Manual.
$25.00
Ladders.
Using the Computer to Develop Job
from
Task
% Developing Curriculum Objectives
$15.00
.
Data: A Manual.
.
Dr, Eleanor Gilpatrick, Director.
Health Services Mobility Study
302 West 12 Streeti New-Yorki_NY 10914

Mailto:

Please

.

Name
:Organization
Street Address
City

----_

--

- --

s-...38..
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Title

--1

State
t.

.

$10.00

Zip Code
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HEALTH SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY

The Whalfthodotogy in Practice
Some preliminary training-is required for a Project Director and
the job analysts to acquaint them with the HSMS methodology, the computer work, and interview techniques. Basically, the procedure to he
followed In applying the methodology to a functicmal'area is as follows:

4

.1

Director and.job analysts learn in detail about the-general .
I.
coots t of the field.

2. Ninformationabout the task analysis is'given to all managerial
levels; if unions are involVed, their cooperation is obtained; performers
'(i.e.,'1 dividuals performing the selected Jobs in the institution) are
informed about the task analysis:
Team analysts interview performers about their work and observe.
3.
tasks t t maybe hard to destrther. A team of analysts consists of two
or mor persons to ensure reliable and accurate data; they are expected
to su it data on which they agree..
As they collect task infOrotation, the analysts divide the activi4.
ties into seprate"tasks. Then they write their task descriptions on
Task Identification/Summary Sheets. ,!henever pOssible, they refer to
models of similar tasks.

The directorreviews the task descriptions to make sure that
5.
they conform to HSMS definitions, and that they are logical and clear.
I New tasks receive new code numbers; tasks that overlap with tasks al-,
ready on file receive the same'code,number,pand the original descripThe director revises preliminary task descriptions to
tion is used
incorporate literature in the field and any desired behaviors, such as
attention to patient safety, treating the patient with 4ignity, or
giving full explanations,to patients.
Revised task descriptions are submitte,to experts for review,
6.
c=
such as a supervisor at the institution, and oftsideaxperts who have
had-"hands-on" experience and who also-have an overview on how the work
is done nationally. Revlev'ers check on correct use of terminology,
procedures; sequences, acceptable alternatives, and indicate any omissions,
of tasks or procedures.
7. ,Analysts' scale tasks for sk411 and knowledge requirements. These
data aratthen checked carefully. The task data then go throu4h a factor
analysis whiCh results in.a grouping of tasks so that they can be allocated to job levels within groups that require similar skills and 4(4100..
edges.

43
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Ski ll and Knowledge Scales
The HSMS method includes a! et of skill scales, a knowledge clasto rate and
sification system and a knowled e cale that can be u
Sk requires
compare requirements of one task_witn:any other. Ea
andknoWledge at particurar lebels to be carried out. The
skills and knowredge.categories are learnable, sothat all the rungs
on the job ladders'etb be created can-WFe:0;d through training and
-education.

'A skill is shown in the carrying out of a mental -or physical actlitity,ViaCan be evaluated by ltsdegree orievel. Knowled e is
kmiwing how oLwhy.thingifdriction or what to do to th ngs to make
them work. Using-the knowledge fequires skills. Skills require p115.7
Knowledge is learned primarily through
lice if they are to be learned.
2T-tactic means... Skills may b9 t.ntroduced in a classroom, but actual
mastery deei not take place unti:1 there is practice.
1.*

Each scale has a name, an overall statement of its content, and an.
'Indication of the criteria usedfor scaling. Each scale value (which
can range from 0.0 to 9.0) has "*a descriptive statement indicating the
l'behavior for ihWt
:

Skills - The HSMS method.identlfies 16 learnable skills:

N
a.

/

- Locomotion, Object MiAlpulation, Guiding.

Manual

or

Steering
b.

hmterpersogal skills -'Human interaction, Leadership

c.

Language skills -.Oral 'Use of a Relevant Language, Reading Use
of a Relevant-Language: liritten Use of a Relevant Language

d.

Dec!
Maki

n-making s'

lls

D'acision Making on Methods, Decision

on Nal

e;

General Intel) tual skills -,Figural Skills, Symbolic Skills,
Is, imr.licative Skills
Taxonomic S

f.

Skills Inv 1.Ving resporsibility for errors :Financial Coml.%
quences o Error, Consequences of Error to Humans '

)Knowledge-ClassifIcationIntem - A specialized taxonomy' of knowledge'categorTeS, 47FWreseiiliThg a subject,,trep conceived of In incremental, transferable units. Each category islitssigned an eight -digit
Each task is assigned to all the categories actually reqUired
code.
to perform the task. at a scale value above zeroon the Knowledge Scale.

1/.

-40-
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Knowledge Scale -'A single scale is used to measure the levels of
all knowledge categories in the System. The-minimum condition needed
fors category to be identified for a task at a non-zero level- on the
Knowledge Scale is that the knowledge must be consciously applied in
the task and must represent a learning effort sufficient to be consid-,
ered for curriculum purposes. This means'that the person must be able
to explain how the knowledge in the category is used In the task, but
does not necessarily have to think about the use of the knoWledge each
time the task Is done.
.

/

Scaling is based on-breadth of knowledge_, or amount of detailed
Irowledge the performer must'know about the category, and depth of
Understanding, or comprehension of the "haws," "whys," and "for whets"
of he detailed information covered by the category.
These skill and knowledge categories and scales can be used as a
common reference base for any occupational area, to design job sequences
and to show relationships among tasks.
(See attached examples of a
skill scale and Knowledge Classification System.)

'---'

Designing the Career Ladder

When thesasks have all been scaled for their-skill and knowledge
requirements, the HSMS methodology then uses statistical methods to group
the tasks so those with interrelated skill and knowledge values group
together In increAsing order.' These then form Cluster or hierarchies
e to reek-them Into Job levels a d design a career
so that it is'po
ladder.

.(See attached
mm
of Job Structure and. Career Ladder Recommendations
for Diagnostic Radio]

r41-
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H'ks HUMAN INTERACTION SKILL SCALE

This' dall refe s to the degree ofsensitivity to others re=
quired of the'performer i the task being scaled. The skill invollAs
the' performer's perception of the relevant characteristics or state of
being of the other person( )$ the performer's attention to feedback as
Tivl.the Interaction occurs, an4 theperformer's appropriate modification of
this behavior so as to accomplish the task. The skill is involved if the
.1,,,..wtask:requires any personalcontact or interaction with others.
I.

,

The level of theskill rises as the degree bf perceptiveness
and-sensdtiVttyrequired of, the performer rises, and as the subtlety of
the feedback to which he or she must respond increases. The scale level
edge required.
is' not determined by the level of kn

.Y
SCALE
VALUE

FOE

r

blE STATEMENT

The task does not require the-per/07er tp be in contact with or to
el
interact with other people.
r.

0

AI

The task requires the performeFito'be:.in only general contact with
other people. Very little sensitivity' b or perceptiohof the other

1

person(s)' relevant gendral characteristics qrstate ofbeing.is required, pnd little awareness of very obvious feedback 1s_rea4red
-for the performer to adjust his behavior to perform the task.
,

others in,the perThe task requires the performer to interact
3
formance of the task. Theserforaser is required to be somewhat
sensitive to or perceptive of the bther person(s)' relevant gen.eral
characteristics or state of being, and to be aware-of very obvious
rfeedback so.asto adjust his behavior accordingly.
The task requires the performer to interact with others in the performan9pof the task. The performer is required to be quite.sensitive to,or perceptive of the Oilier person(s)' relevant characteristics or state of being,.and'to be aware of fairly obvious feedback
so as to adjust this behavior accordingly.
.

5
..
..

...

L---Lj__,:

L----------.

.

7

.

,

.

The task requires the performer to interact wilth others in the performance of the task. The performer is required to be keenly sen-...
sitive to or perceptive of the other personhO' relevant chataCteriStics or state of being, and to be.aware oWairly subtle or complex feedback so as to adjust'his.behavior.'accordingly,0-'
'.1

'".

'ck

.

The task requires the performer to'anteract-Withothers in the perfOrmance. of'the task.' The pexformeV is required to,be keenly sensitive to or liercep1ivit2f the other person(s)' relevant character-'
beinLTSnd ty be aware of very subtle or very
1. tstics or state
Complex feedback so as to adjust-his behavior, accordingly.

9
.

or

3.,
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/
SAMPLE PAGE FROM,IISMS KNOWLEDGE CLASSIFICATION SYS'EM

2.

1

6

t

7

1000b000.-NATURAL SCIENCES'
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

11000000

I History of the: biological set,,ences*

1100000

4
1 206010

1,Geneti6s: (For molecular 'and microbial genetics see
rMolecular biology.)*

113 0000

#.Evolution*

1140

00,"

I Biogeography*

115000'0

(For
# Ecology- (Includes ecosystems and conservation.)
-the physical aspects of air polution see GEOSCIENCEC-,
CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,.and ENGINEERING-AN6 TECHNOLOGY;
for the health aspects of pollution see Community
health and preventive medicine and pidemiology.)

11600000

i Botany*

11700000

Zoology

11710000

I Invertebrate zoology*.

11720000

I Vertebrate zoology (through'mammalia, but excluding,
.humans)*

11730000
11731000

4

Human zoology'
Normal siruct e and function (The categories
listed,be w include both anatomy and phy-.
siology except where otherwise specified.)
4s,

11731100

I/ Regional anatomy (Includes head and neck,
thorax (back), and abdomen, peivis and

perineum, lower and upper limbs, and

skern.).
11731200

TopograOlicanatomi7 (relation of external
manifestations to internal structure
and.function,,e.g.,locationeof pressure
points, surfaCe appearance of,joints,
muscles and bones.),,,

11731300.

I) Hematopoietic system (Includes blood,
red and white blood celli, platelets,

and bone Farrow, liver and spleen in
their blood- forinin function.

-43- 4 7
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Scale 18,

LEVELS. OF KNOWLEDGE
p. 1 of 2

This scale refers to the level of knowledge in a given subject'
category required of the performer in the task being scaled. The knowlediA
categ iea-which are requited for each task are.identified, and each category is rated with this scale. Toe rated above Zero on the scale the
,task must, require knowledge beyond the simple memorization of.the overt'
steps of the task.
-144.4

,*

The scale rises with the amount of detailed knowledge which must
be consciously applied and with the depth of understanding required in the
subject area, in terms of the subject areas content, thestructureof its
ideas, and its-uses. PDetailed knowledge" covers such things as technical
or special terms or facts. "Consciously applied" means that the performer
is able to (but need hot) articulate his use,of the knowledge iri the task
situation.
,,,The_level of 'knowledge for a category is not determiliect'hy the
,levelraf-any intellectual skills required, nor by the'level for any other
knowledge category required for the task, nor by the level Of. the category
required for any other tasks of the job involved.

SCALE
VALUE

DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

nsciously apply knowledge
0:0----The_ task does not require the performer to
. in.this subject category which has been ge ned in arlearning experi-

ence requiring more than the memorization of the overt-steps-of the
specific task being scaled.

4

1.5

The task requires that the performer consciously applyla limited
amount 9f-detailed knowledge in this subjecl category', in4uding such

things aCtechnical orspecial terms pr facts'
i.5

3.5

The task requires that the performer hAve,a general,aWareneSs of this
subject category in terms of its content, the, structure of its'ideasv
and its uses. The performer mist consciously ,apply a limi5ed aMoupt
of detailed knowledge in this subject area; including such thidgeas
'technical or special terms gr facts.

,

The task requires that the performer have,a general acrarness of this
subject categOry in-terms of its content, the structure of its ideas,
and its uses. The performer Irst consciously apple tpoderlte amount
,Ibject area, includLI, such things as
of detailed knowieclu inthi
/
technical or special terms or .acts.

(continued on next page)
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F KNOWLEDGE (continued)
p. 2 of 2

SCALE
VALUE

DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

.

5.5 The task'-requires that theperfoimer have a considerable degree of
understanding of this subject! category in terms of its content, the "structure of'its ideas, and ils uses. The performer must consciously
apply a moderate amount of detailed knowledge in this area, including
such things as technical or special terms or facts.

....

--

,.

7.0

The task requires that the performerhave:A considerable degree of
understanding of this subjectsategory in terms of its ---content, the 4
structure of its ideas, and its uses. The.performer must consciously
apply a very great amount of detailed knowledge in this subject area,
including such things as technical or special terms or facts.

0

8.0 The task requires that the performer have a very deep understanding
of this subject category in terms of its content, the structure,of
its ideas, and its uses. The performer must consciously apply a mod-.
erilte amount of detailed.knowledge in this subject area, including
such things as technical or special terms or fakets.
9.9 The task tequires that the'performer have a very deep understanding.
of this subject categoryin terms of its Ceihreht;71he structure of
its ideas,and its uses. The performer must consciously apply a very,
great amount of detailed knowledgein'this subject area, including
spick} .things as technical' or special terms or facts:

r

T
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SUMMARY'OF JOB STRUCTURE

I

Factors:.
(task groupings)

D'CAAEER LADDER RiCOMMNDATIONS4
III

.

Radiologic
Technology

Emergency..

Care

NON-FACTOkA

VI
Radiologic
Quality
Assurance.'

Patient and

Administration

gob ivela
5. Professional

RADIATION
PHYSICIST
(design,run
qual.assur.
programs)

4

4. Jr. Professional; Supervisor

CHIEF TECH.OF
PT.CARE(teaCh,
evaluate) or
EMERGENCY CARE
SPECIALTh

.!...1(manage;plan;

CHIEF RAD.
TECHNOLOGIST

valuate ,subinitegi'wor

ate supoydns.

`,meetin a

RADIOLOGIC

MINISTRATIVE
TECHNOLOGIST

TECHNOLOG?T
(plain, c,-

"(inventories;
scheduling';
orientation)'

tiast pt ex-,
aminatiOns)

,
..

f1

Te9hitiit,

PATIENT CARE

cian

TECVilitgAN,..a.n

"QUALITY ASSUR.
TECHNICIAN

I

si

jectAs'e aid;
catht; andg.;
prep.s
ImntOe''''

(test x-ray e

-,.

,:p .

.

`quipait4m&nitor

-thwro5essors)
o

I

4

1. Aide I

dlOt)*

work)'

ogist

4

iputchase;bud- I

SUPERVISOR'

(teachkevalu -

3. Technol6-

.

DEPARTMENT
,ADMINISTRATOR

141ITL-ASSUR-

'4

14/EAPATIDIT CARFy

:T

IDE (ass t . ;

vital signs;
ECG; personal
attention)

CB
c

1

E(pro:-.

s films;
epare, clean

41
0.

..

6
iTasks in !max with asterisk (*) not c vefed by c ata.'
Note: For task content see Appendix
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HEALTH'SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY

-

Applying WE Task Data in Diagnostic!: Radiology-

,

Two publications fssued by HSMS represent the frrst application
of'the task analysis, method to. an entire functional area, agoilican be

used by a single hospital or group of imotitutions for Job structuring
and by educational programs in developing job-related curriculum.

Research Report No. 7 - "Task Descriptions in Diagnostic Radiology" four volumes. These are the "core" documents, presenting 368 "normative" task descriptions in numerical order by code numbe., with listings
arranging 'the tasks by ,specialty or function, (The task descriptions
can serve.as instructional materI,ls foreducational prOgrams, for in-house quality assurance programs, and as checklists -for performance "
evaluatiOn.)
Vol. t - Medical Tasks: Whathe Radiologist Does
VoL,2
Radiodogic TechNollOgist Taski Dealing with Patient Procedures
lADL 3 - Machine-Relatedi-1 Patient Care and Administrative Tasks:
hat AadiologiSts, Technologists, Nurses and Physicists
Do to.Runlitngs and Look After Patients and Equipment
Vol. 4 - Index of Tasksdby Code NuMber and Extended Name
.

-

.

Research Report Mo. 8 -'"Osing Task Data in Dipgnostic Radiology"
Vol, 1

- Jobtadders: Assigning Tasks to Jobs

Vol. 2 - CUrriculum Objectives for kadiologic Technology
".*

,Volume 1.shows the assignment of tasks to Jobs by level, indicates
how tasks relate to one another, and makes_ recommendations on e§ /ladders', lattices and job structuring.14It summarizes the skill and knoViledge data related to the tasks'in Research Report Nq.,7.
It tells, the
hoipital adminiltrator how to use thedata for assigning tasks to titles
and Jobs, suggests .possible career ladders and shows how toAuse the.data
for performance evaluation. Otie chapter highlights 'the. safe practice
and quality assurance content of the'task descriptions'.
,44

.

Volume 2 psents curriculum guidelips and behavioral curricurum.
xobjeOtivesfor_use in educational progr'ams for thefradiologiclechnologistt including suggestions for educational ladders to parallel the
Job ladders.
Research Report No. 3rves as instructional materials. ,
in connection with this'volume.
-

Key Findings of HSMS Application of Job Analysis Method in Diag/1 nostic Radiology:
/
1
Two career ladders are - identified, both startingat the,entry,.
A
y
.

(aide)
.

.
.

,

4

.

,

.

.

tlzk,,,fi,

Applying Task Oatacr2-

I
'i.
.

44"

.

44.

One ladder deals with quality assurance in materials and equipIt proceeds tp technician level in'
ment at the'aide level.
7igrologic quality assurance, then enters the radiologic technologist level, with options to continue into supervision and
education or to branch out and upwards towards the job of
radiation physicist. The new tab of quatity assurance technician identified here offers an upward step for the aide and
Tirirentry point to move on to examination procedures. This
fob could be.developed at institutions large enough to.support
this specialty.'

I

.

A second career ladder deals with patient-oriented activities'
at the aide level, proceeds to a technician level in patient
care, then enters.the radiologic technologist level with options
to cont ue into supervision and education or to branch out and
and specialized nursing or emergency patient care.
upwards

The radiologic technologist's pitient examination tasks combine
2.
many patient care skills and knowledge,- quality assurance_ttechnicalr:
skills'and knowledge, and major helpings of anatomy and physiology. %.
Thus, either or both of the two job ladder sequences are possible, .but
each requires different sequenceS ofcury.Lcmlum. These are provided
in Volume 2.
The HSMS method-of curriculum development has produced curricu=3.
lum objectives covering all'the work at the aide, technician and technologist levels. ,These can be arranged in curricula Ne five diffe'hnt.
Jobs, a single job, or any combination of these. The curriculum sequences,all,ow individuals'to exit; if they wish; as fully qualified
The
aides or techniciansiipi either patient care orquality assurance.
curriculum objectives are presented in units' that can be arranged in any
.sequence. These can parallel jobsequences or can be arranged to reflect
rising level's of difficulty or in any combination of these.- All the
`curriculum objectives are geared to the clinical performance of the tasks
identified.

,

-

0

4. The role of the ,radiation physicist in diagnbsticlradiology has
beeh.defined as a professional fever occupation, involving planning and
sunning quality assurance progrims.

°

Coverage
A.

NO

.

The 368 tasks described in Research Report No. 1 comprite all the
tasks likely to be found In a departmeitof diagnostic radiology in a
in a full-scale quality
major,hospital center, including the
assurance program., Theseinclude not just the-lost typical tasks but
also important rare or difficult proCehres, emergencies,'contingenties, andL,the best possible practice. The data are normative and
to include every procedure carried
descriptiye. 4Every effort was m
technologists and technicians, the
,omt by radiologists, radiologi
`hcdy of tasks describing work with diagnostic X-ray equipmen for the

;
O

4; 0

'--48524

.

I
4.

Applying:Task Data 0-3C

\.5

purpose of preventive maintengnce, quality assurance and radiation
protection, and such areas as first aid, record keeping, film processing, administration, nursing, housekeeping and preparation of
materials. Some hew-procedures are also covered, such as computvized transverse axial tomography: tCG monitoring-in the anglograptiy,
room and application of manual pressure and pressure bandages after
percutaneous catheterization are also included.
The forthcoming HSMS Reseatch Reports 9 and
.rologist function in fields related to radiology
a growing field with a number of formal training
texts; and diagnostic ultrasound, a "new:career"
ardized procedures and some unresolved questions
qualifications., training and job duties..

/'
\\

10 cover the tech- radiation therapy,
programs aq0 few
which has few standconcerning personnel

The task identifications in diagnostic radiology were carried
out at HOntefiore Hospital and Medical Center and Mount Sinai Hospital
and Medical Center; In radiation therapy, at Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center and Montefiore; in ultrasound, at St. Luke's Hospital
and Downstate MedVal-Centee of State Uni ersity of view' York; all in

Hew YorkCity.

,---,
L.
.,

0

z
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SUMMARY OF FACTOR STRUCTURE OF TAMA? JOE LEVEL:

Fa-ctors:

I

II

Non-Neuro.,
Radiology

NeuroRadiology

V
Obs -Gyn

Radiology

DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY CAREER LINES

IV
Patient,
Emergency
Care

VI

III

Radiologic
Technology

NON-FACTOR A
Administration

Quality
,Assurance

Job Levels
radiologist
diblogist
diologists
8. Specialobs-gyi(neuro7 ,
(non-neuro.,
ized Addiology
radiology
radiology
vanced
pecialty)
pecialty)
pecialties)
Profesinterpreting;
contrast
( consultation; reading,
sional
residents'
training)
studies; research;

7.6.Radiation
Physicist
(design,run
qual.assyr.
programs)

5. Professional

.

Chief Tech.
bf Pt. Care

4. Jr. ProfessionalL Supervisor

(teach; give

emer .care)

D. pt. Ad-

ministrator
((manage;
'purchase;

auliREt)*

Supervisor'
(eval:sub!s
ork; run
meetings)

Chia Rad.
Tech.
(tea h;eval.
tech! wor
.

Admit. Tech.
(inventory;
scheduling;
orientation)

Mad. Tech.
(plain,con1
treat pt.
dnjct;lst aid examinatns;

3. Technologist

r-

syerats.. rata

Pt.CireTech-

2. Techniclan

n

(cath.;
prep.
speci ns)

Qual. Assur.
Technician
(test x-ray

A

eguipert)

-1

Pt.Car /ide
1. Aide

4..

U.

*Tasks in box with asterisk (*)
41not covered by data.
For task content see Appendix E
.Note:

A

feast vital
ECG;
Si
per atten.3

Qual. Assur.

55
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HEALTH'SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY

Task Description Sheits and

,

Curriczthen Dbjectives

The HSMS method of job analysis starts with task,descriptions
.analyzing the tasks that make up a
HSMS'defines a task as a
series of work activities (called elements)-that result'in an identifiable, usable product or service, or what HSMS calls "Output." To
do this, the"performer" combines knowledge and skills, together with
existing to hnology, materials and equipment; and may deal with a patient or a c -worker in carrying out.the task.
Attached are samples of Task Description Sheets for tasks in, the
Quality Assurance and Patient Care groupings. At the top right of
page 1 of each Sheet is the Code Number of the task. This number
stands only for the contents of this stngleitask; regardless of the
Job title in wRich it may be found, the institution or the industry.
Some tasks, such as administrative and aursing activities, are generic
and can be found in many departments and in different institutions.
This type of task is called an. !!overlap" task; it always has the, same
code number.

The basic aspects of the task appear in Items 1 through 5 on the
left of the Task Description Sheet. These help the task analysts
focus on thp specifics of the task and also help to differentiate
one task from another.- These items cover (1), the output of the task or what results from the activity in terms of a product or service%
such as "radiograph checked for proper ID information", or "patient's
ECG monitored"; (2) what is used in the task (such as radiographs, computer printout of scan, requisition sheet);
(3) and (4) the people
involved in the task (such as patient, radiologist, technologist);
(5) the name of the'task, summarizing the task in a paragi-aph called
the extended task name, with an initial underlined portion of the key
features of the task called the'abbreviated task name.

,

On the right of, the first page of the Task Description Sheet, and
continuing for as many pages as necessary on continuation sheets, are
the elements of the task, describing exactly hoW it is done. These
cover-now to initiate and end,the.activity, the basic steps to be carried out, contingencies, decisions, record keeping, and delegation of
duties when they are part of the task.

'

In the HSMS methodology, the tasks are then rated for their skill
and knowledge requirements. The tasks, are arranged in groups' according lw
to their levels of skills and knowledge. This makes it possible to design Job ladders based 'on similarities of task content, arranged in
rising hierafthies of tasks according to the level of difficulty. This
also forms the bask for developing curriculum objectives that are related to what is done on the Job, and designing educational ladders that
parallel the lob ladders.

-51-
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'Tasks and Curriculum E-2-

Curriculum Objectives
.

Curriculum objectives are written for each skill and knowledge
category for a job level at the, cae values-needed. They specify
what a graduate of an educational program at the stated level must
be a
to do; 1.°Itei, to demonstrate- mastery of a OecIfic subject .
to carry out a specified skill in relation to certain tasks.
area

.

'The Curriculum Objective Sheet (see examples) gives the type of
objective (skill, knowledge or procedure), .the skill and knowledge
facton (or grouping) of the task (IV is Patient Care, III is Radio logic TechnotOgy, VI is quali.ty Assurance), the number of the curriculum objective, the specific Ain on knowledge, the scale value, the
occupation or job title to which th objective applies, the job level
to which it applies, the tasks by umber code for which the objective
Is preparation, any cross refer races, such as whether the skill or,
knowledge category at this or other value is covered in other objective, for, other job levels.

The body of the Curriculum Objecti;WSheet describes the specific
way in whiCh that skill or knowledge is to be used in the task. Thus
together' the curriculum objectives indicate the course content, and the
task descriptionS become instructional materials for the given objective.
Two curriculum outlines are presented. in the Research Report Ho. 8,
each showing how the Radiologic.Technologist occupation can be reached
in three stages from aide to technician to technologist. One is a
sequenCe from quality assurance and the other from patient care entry
These outlines present the numbers of the tasks and the relevels.
g lated curriculum objectivernumbers according to skill'or knowledge
categoryCthey show which tasks are those of the aide; technician and
technologist. These are indexes for the curriculum.Objectives,'but
the instructor is free to select and arrange the objectives'i any way.

Pro ioien Examina
.

The behaviora objecti4es in the Curriculum can be used to.design
test instruments. TradliOonal methods which use task
valid proflcie
data as inputs to profidlincy test constructiorrprovide no clear-cut
guidelintrIOr content selection and rely on experts in the occupation
who are not trained in job analysis or test construction. The HSMS
methOdology.provides a common frame of reference for the work activities
of .an occupation. There is a taxonomy of the skills, knowledges and
proem:Weis required, and-an objective method for arriving at behavioral
_objectives from which teOt, content can be selected. The test items
thus truly-reflect work behaviors rather' than classroom behaviors,
aiwhich may or may not be i-elevant'to what people do on the job.
4

T s
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-The following attachments give examples ortask descriptions
with/related curriculum objective sheets and exp1anapory scale
sheets:
.

A.

*

.

Two tasks of the technician in patient care # 18 - Drawing blood from any non-pediatric patient's vei
on orders
'
4
.

,

0

,

.

#308 -'Setting up and monitoriAsiny'patient's
electrocarlk
diogram during special pro dure
with samples of curriculum obje ive,sheetd for:
-Skill objective - Human inf4ractiOn - scale value 3.0
il(noviedge objective - Topographic Anatomy rscalec.
value 1.5
..,

i

4-,

,--

,

B.

,

Two tasks of the technician in qbality assurance # 78 - Checking and jacketing patient's radiographs, ultrasonograms, and/or C.T.T. scans with,requisition sheets
and prior diagnostic materials and placing for filing
A
nd interpreting"
,

#527 - RetrieAng, displaying and making"Ohotograes,

'

outs, and/or maglietic tape records of computerized
trapsverse axial tomographic (C.T.T.) scans
with samples of curriculum objective sheets for:
Skill ;objective - Human interaction - scads -- .value 1.0
Knowledge objective - Regional Anapimy - scale value
1.0

C.

An example of a curriculum objective sheet for Knowledge Cate-gory 11731100, scale,value'3.5, for Radiologic Technologist,
on preparing a patient for a radiogram. In this case, the
same.descriptive langyage appears in 70 taik_descriptionsri
but rather than using
curriculum objective for all 70 tOks
the language has been ondensed so that this one shpet can --Y
be used for the same kriowledge at the same scale value (3.5)
for all these taOs. .This is done for all the objectives-whereVer possible..

D.

examples of Skill and Knowledge_ scales, indicating the scale
values under each heading to shoW the descrtptive language
used by the raters in determining the scale value of the skill
or knowledge.,

I

I

'

4

001,-

,

5(;.
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A Shorter Ppm of

Task Analysis

The application of the NSMS task analysis method in a modified,
It presents.
shorter form is reported in Research Report. No. 9.
technologist tasks in radiation thei.apyend diagnostic ultrasound.
What makes the method shorter is that e-good deal of redundant
description across tasks is eliminated.

4

r of
In Research'Repdri No: 9there are only alimited n
These serve as models foi a cries
full-scale task descriptions.
of tasks that are similar in basic design. Task summaries are
ss deused for theVemaining tasks., These task summaries re

tailed but still have enough data for rating tasks for skill and
knowledge requirements.

a

r.

2,4

:6

.7547
<1

L

r

A*iorwe)

\

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET
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\
TOk Cod. No.

78

(

4

This is page

of

2

for this task.

1. What is the output of this task?
(Be sure
I
List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be.repeatable.)
Patient's radiographs,scans ox ultrasonograms check- Performer jackets radiographs
and other diagnostic materials
ed for proper ID information; requisition sheet
checked for ,ignatures and proper logging; diagnos- such as photographs of C.T.T.
scans, ultrasonograms, iomputer
ti
materials jacketed with requisition sheets and
requested prior radiOgrae.hic materials, marked with Print -outs as i result of:
identification; materiiltplaced in the file room'
xiDecision to jacket own work,.
or for interpreting.
b.'iRegular assignment.
c. Assignment to prepare for
work after change of)shift.
.

..1..,,

.

..'

.

2. What la used in performing this task?
(Note
If there .l. Performer may _take radio only certain items must be used.
graphxfrom pile of films
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
already judged for acceptable
things chosen among.)
quality and awaittng jacket-,
Radiographs (approved for quality); C.T.T. scans or
ing; may find radiographs on
ultrasound photos;computer print-outs of scans; reqview boxes; may find 'photouisition sheets; holders, iackets and envelopes for
....raphs that w
e allowed to
-..materials; pen; file foldef's; prior diagnostic madry, may f d ,computer Kintteria1s'requesadCview boies; fell marker; log b86k
out a
ling jacketing;or
performer may have set 'own
4
4
work aside after examination
f
and processing.
I
71. is there a recipient.. respondent or co-worker
No...( )
involved in the task?
Yes...(}()
2. If not already done, performto q. S:
Name the kind a recipient.
if -Ifet;
er reads radiographs on view
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_
boxes or inspects photographs/
scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
and .print-outs to ascertain
include'the kind with whom the performer is
the patients' names', and log
not allowed to'deal if relevant to knowledge
numbers;groups any4that are
,requirements or legal restrictions.
..

'

.,

Clerk; terhuologists; radiologists; other physician
.

ate.

A.

6. Name the task so that the answers to ques-

.

for the same patien; arra7i
g-.-f
es scans and serial films in
numerical order as approp i.

E. Locates the requisition
sheet. for each pati9t f r
whom'theee.bre
radiograp 0,
CheckinA and jacketing_pdtient's radiograilhs\ultraPhotographs
or
s'ans and
sohogramp,andlorCJ.T.!xd.ns with recipisiticeetq
plates
with
appropriate
Oldgand prior dtaanostic _material.... and _placing_ for firnostic
materials.
ing or interpreting,hy matching films and prints
with requisition sheets and any prior diagnostic
a. If requisition sheet will
materials requested; checking for signatures, proper
be sent later, omits this
logging and identification; placing in proper sestep.
quence; inserting in jackets and/or envelopes; mark,
ing jackets with idaitificationr'placing for interOK-R,
.1;;RR
preting or filing.
Lions 1 -4 are reflected.
'tial,words.

Underline essen:-

-..--

0

.

.

.

'

_
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

I

Task Code No.

78

1

This is page

of

2

2 for this task.

r

4

.List Elements Full
..

b. May.check that required signatures"
(technologist's, clliti..4n's and/or
radiologist's) are present on requisition sheet:
c. If any signature is missing, signs
for work done personally and/or
arranges to have technologist or
physician sign. Records relevant information on scans, ultrasonograms,
and/or-amount and sizes'of radiographs on requisition sheet.
d.,Checks that scan or ultrasound pho.tographs are prpperly coated with
print coater and are dry, or arranges to have photographs given
proteetlye coating and dried.
e. If any materials are not completely
identified, performer makes'sure
wIlas the radiograph or other. record
is and who the patient is'. Checks on
.

the missing information. Writes in
missing information such as pa 2.

10,

Places computer print-out into'approe

priate enteelope. Puts each patient's
,rodiograph(s) into film jacket-or
iebvelope; piits'jacketed materials
and requisition.form for each patiint
Vtto larger jacket or envelope. May
wtite identification information on
dhvelope.
;

.

r"")

6. If requisition form includes request
to have earlier radiographs, scans,
or ultrasonOgrhms included, may locate and include*.in envelope. If new
patient, performer'may prepare filt;
folder and include 'with Other
ments.

f.

I
7.. Places to be deLkyered for interpreting

brings. to'.appropriate loca-

tion to receive further procegaine
or to he tiled.

tienr's,name, date, (R or L marker
for radiographs) on appropriate,

a.

corner or.baCk of each radigraph or
photograph with felt marker or pen,
checking with technologist and/or

,.

information on requisition sheet...
f. If anymateriel is not ident,i. iable,
performer judges which'
ologist
was involved and obtains the missing
information%,Sets aside materials
for which no reliable information
can be obtatned.

4. Performer may take requisition'sheets
to clerk and check tl-at .the inrormaTregponds with
tion in the log boele
uisit ion
tile information og-tho

sheets, or has Her'

414.

5,For each patient's materials, such as
ultrasound or C.T.T. scan photographs,
performer places, in appropriate order
by reading identi:icatton-oumberS:--,

11$

Slips each photo,4ranh into transparent
pocket in holder in correct order.
C

'E-7TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

527

Task Code NO:

Thivis page

.

of

1

7 for this task.

List Elements Fully

(B* sure
1. What is the output of thft task?
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition re4ewed; C.T.T. Aquipment set up for
viewing and recording of scans; scans located on
disc or tape, viewed ad display; controls adjusted;
scan displays'ph4tographea; scans printed .out;
scans recorded ort magnetic tape; scans presented.
for review by radiologist;'scan records placed for

'Performer retrieves, views and
records computerized transverse
axial tomography (C.T.T.) scans
after the have been stored on
magnetic diseor
tape as a7,.rey
suit of:
-,
.

.

.

4,

.

Wm.

..

,

a. Request of radiOlogisl-'-or,

,other physician as a part of
reading and interpreting
physician.
2. What is used in performing -this task? (Note"
Written 14tf=oral tequisition
If there b
---.if--only certain( items must be used.
thafr er
ord( ) be made,:duis'choice, inclde everything or thekinds'of
plicaeed Or ; OtheiWise're:
thing's chosen among.)
..
iil
.

.

.

,

.

.

,

trieved.

C.T.T; display and
Requisition sheet'oi
viewing unit(s)-, cont of panels, computer;,teletype, line printer, p per; camera, film; program
and data disCs add/or magnetic tape,reels, cas-,..
settes; operator's planual; absorption caefficient
charts; log book; jacketed materials; marking.pen;
scissors; pen; writeenable ring.; protective case
.

.

I

,

C.T.T. scene; may be produced
and viewed' with equipment such
as E.M7., AfC.T.A., or,simila'r scan equipment,depen4tng
on 'facilities at inSettetIon
Scans may be referred to as
C.T.T.,.C.,T, or C.A.T. scans.
-.
3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
No...l
)
Yes.:.
(X)
)--Involved in the task?
11;6,_Performer-e-terMines the parName .the lind of recipient,'
t'. if les" to q. 1;
ticularscan(s) to be viewed
respondent or co-worker involved,-'with cl,_
and/or recorded As listed-by
patient's name and ideneifiscriptions to indicate the relevItnt..condition;
include the kind with whom the-performer is
cation 'number, the scan(s)
not allowecrto deal if relevant to knowledge
record or file number(s), the
-requirements off' legal restrictions.
disc or' Gape name or number
on 'which scan(s) appear, or
Radiologist or other physician
,the date(s) on which the
scan(s) were made.
,

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

15

.

Name the task so that_the_senswers to ques-,
tioris 1-4 are reflected. Underline essential words.
_

.a. May note - rotation of scans
' on disc or, tape as written

onsordeVl'orm.
Retrieving, displaying and making photographs,printb. May look up 'location of
outs-and/or magnetic tape records of computerized
on disc or tape in
transversetaxial tom ra hic (C.T.T.) scans, .by re'log
clog book, in patient's
viewing reque s;preparing equipment;locating scans
chart, on tape or discon disc or tape; viewing scans' on display and adlabel.
lusting as requested by radiologist or as ordered;
c4 May plan to print tape or
making-phoregraphs of scan displays; making line
disc directories in order
print-outs of scans; recording scans on magnetic
tape, as ordered; presenting for review; discussing, OK-RP;RR;kR
continuing as ordered; placing scan records for'use,
6. Check here a this
.
master sheet.. X
_

.66.61.1,

.

.

62
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (cont/weed
T sk -Cbci2No:4 527
.

.

This is page

-List Elements Full

List Elements, Full

.
-%.

.to search for the scans required;
May decide to use visual search
optionElon a tape or disc.

I

When 2eiformer/is clear about what
is required, prepares-for viewin and
recording as appropriate to"equi -

',.

NE.sytsuse computer to perform search.

`

for this task.

7

ment:

d. 1:legnding on the infarmaEign available, perkotmer Obtains the appro?Pilate disc(sY Or lape(S) from,
storage, if not already loaded 9n

,

,

a. Performer makes sure that th
C,,,T.T, power supply, compute , disc
or tape drive, teletype -and iewfag units are turned on, warned
up, and ready for.use. Check

'disc otape drive unit, or obtains
the discs or tapes, that may-cont .n.

the scans involved.

that controls are unlocked'.

I

,...
-

2.,Perfoemer reviews what is required
reading fhe fequisition andfor di
cussing.with the physician involve

Makes sure that teletypel(and
line printer if separate are
set'to operate and are,o line
.
position
1.9 If appropriate, sets con role
to viewing position.
,i)

.

,

--

.

.,,

.

a. May pots the type of tecords 'to be
made, such as line print -out, photographe of visual display, recording of disc data on magnetic tape.
Notes any orders on use of viewing

,

-i,...

-options. Notes whether:5Q than
one copy of each print=aut or photograph isrequested.
b. If performer is to retrieve Scan
images for viewing by physician,
determines preference§ for viewing

.

b, If not already done, check paper
(
supply in teletype and lin ,printr
er if separate. May check hether
printing is faint, whether carbon
ribbon needs changing.' If Ppropriate, obtains additional paper
and/or carbon ribbon. Loads as.
appropriate to equipment; advances
gaper or ribbon and checks that
unit is'opirative.
kc.'If the system programs arg per
manently on each data disc, performer loads the system-programs
by loading the proper magnetic
dist to be examined into the disc
t
drive unit. If the scan data .are
on magnetictape but. program are,
on disc, performer loads an appropriate disc into disc drive unit:
..

options. A-

.

.

c. If referring'pllysician_has requestedthat prior films, ultrasonograms,
prior scans, and test results already on file be sent-with the
C.T.T. scan records'ordered, and
if not already with patient's jack4 .a.
ete0 material, . performer arranges
to have these delivered.
d: If,performer determines that the
b
request is nat properly authorized,
is incomplete,- that sufficient infoimation it lacking'for performefk
to proceed properly, notifies supervisox, radiologist, or other:

designated staff*rsop, depencVng,
on institutional procedures.' Ex.plains the
if appropriate;

.

Places disc into disc drive
unit.ithecks that unit is set
. to run and that other switches
k---,are in proper position. Checks
that ready light is on, al J
i)

,

that, computer is seti/to r input-data.
'problem

and proceeds after obtaining needed
information, signature, or orders.-

ii) Sets selector to viewing rather

than scanning position.

.

..

-587
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.
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TASK DESCRIPTION'SREET (400t,inued)
Task 'code No.

This is page

of

7 for thiSteek.

List Elements.Full

List Elements Full

start; following appropriate:
steps for switches and cont,
trols. May try a new disc.
ii) If the program must be relo4ded
using system programs on separate cassette or tape reel,
performer inserts program cassette or tape reel in proper,
place in tape drive unit. May
rewind tape as appropriate.
iii) If appropriate, performer may
erase irrelevant information
from cotputer's memory (ini-

iii) Checks that teletype message
indicates that equipment is
-reedy to receive input data,
'

such as "Program Number ?"

d. If the scan data to be examined are
on magnetic tape, performer obtains
appropriate tape and loads into
tike unit:
.

D

527

i) Places empty tape reel and tape,,
to be examined into appropriate
*positions on unit. Threads as
ppropriate.so that tape will be
ound on takeup reel. Sets apprcitriate switch such as load
switch,
i17 May use teletype to enter code/

tialize) to prepare for lading of system programs. Enters
appropriate code on teletype;
sets switches as appropriate,
and sets,to enter,run and
load. Checks that appropriated
A
light comes on.
'iv) If appropriate, sets controls
to load system loader and/or
J
program(s). Chtcks or sets

,

that will wind tape into int/ '
tial posit, on.

iii) Checks that teletype.me§sage
indicates that computer is ready
forcloput data such as "Scan
Code." or "Tape Code?" and beep
sound. If appropriate, types in
code to-set computer to viewing

'appropriate siAtcheti. Checks,
that cassette is rewound and
ready. Sets for load and run.

v) Performerhas program read in
by sea.ing.appropriate switches
and activating. Checks for appropriate operating signals.
When the program has been read
in as indicafed\by light or
teletype message,°performer may
ctieck that cohtvts,of display
registers are appropriate.
vi) If appropriate, rewinds program tape or cassette,using
prop r controls. Removes and

mode.

e. If, in preparing foriyiewing procedure, the teletype dries not indicate that the computer is ready to
receive input data with message
such as "Program Number?" or "Scan
Code?" or "Tape Code?" and beep
sound, performer may reset or'reload the program(s) in the computer's memory as appropriate to
equipment. May do any or all of'

stores
vii) Checks

following:

i) if the teletype does tot print
appropriate message, per6rme'r
may check teletype,,computer
settings and switdhes .as appropriate;-may reset prograM by
setting switches to settings
which initiate a self examination
check, and then reset and re``.

ape' or casservi-

-

tcoMputer is ready
by activdt ngas appropriate.
Checks that teletype message
ask; for'inp 'data such as

64

,"Program Numb r," "Scan 'Code?"
or "Tape Cod " and beep;soun4.
If appropri e, types in code
to .set com titer to Viewing/
mode.

.
E-10-

'TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET-(continued)

TaskCode No.

4,4f

This is page

7

for this. task.

.List Element's Full

List Elements Full

viii) If there is still problem, drranges to'have equipment checked
out as appropriate or decides to

into operating position. If appropriate, cuts,ofe'excess film'
at exit port and removes. At".
taches film cassette to camera

.

/

'do personally.
.

-

a

Stid locks into-place. Replaides
camera cover.
If there is ah 'adequate film

.

f. If not already done,' performer

checke whethercamera unit is
checks

,
_

,

/ supply, checks thatfilm is

.loaded with adequate film supply. -

Hay cluck film supply,oeicator,
or opens back of'camera and in-

,

.

spects.
.

.

.

%

.

i) If camera uses polaroid film
cassette containing film for
eight exposures, notes number
of unexposed, films remaining
,and provides additional package
(s) from storage aria. Reloads
when appropriate.
-

..

properly loaded. Advance's film
to compensate for any exposure
of film due. to installation or
check. Removes dark slide from
camera lens if appropriate.

-

.

g. If perfeermer.must search for scan'

,

.

file or record number(s) in order
to view, may p'rint'out tape or
disc directories to list the
record labels on-a given tape or
,

.

.

527

ii) If loading4laroid film pack-,

disc;

.

.
1

,

.

.

.

.

age, performer opens camera and
package containing film. Handles
carefully and removes 'film nck
from bag. Discards any mo sture
absorbing papercand inser s film
pack in camera as appro late
in relation to light shield and
-restraining spring. Checks posi-'
tion of tabs. Closes camera.
Plecks andremmvds safety toyer .
by pulling out tab. Rechecks

and Aadjusts4f needed.

-

,

.

i) May type out' the code(s) it;

.

,

.
,

.

Iii) If camera used -roll film and
therkia insufficient supply
.iecaaera, performer arranges
to have roll film, cassette
loaded, pr decides to do'per-

.

.

-tatie and Provide'a visual

search'for the scans being
sought: Performer reads the
record labels being displayed,
iv).Performer noted the tape, disc
and/or record number(s)'that'
will be required so that the
scan(s) of interest maf)e
4
.

oaded roll film cassette
is o ained, thecks to ding in
subdued light. May che4 that
end of film is cut correctly ,
and,is properly threatled and
..s ool so
attached to t agesy
that film unwinds a propriately.'
Checks that' film is properly
ngaged in sprockets. Locks
n

'.

.

,

sonally.

-

,

call the ap-piopriatecrOgram
or subroutin s to li t the
record labels n the tape or
(scan)
disc so that the re
ed.
.numbers may be lo
.ii) Performer may request and re% ceive information listihg all,
he ape files with 'the same
pa lent a code.
.,
iii) Performe may use subroutine
.code *numb rs or search selecfor to move the records on
,0
the tape or disc into' display
on TV monitor or cathode ray

.

.

,

0

,

.,

viewed.

.

.

65

)

.

.
.
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h. Once performer knows which disc(s)ar tape's) to read, mounts as ap.

.
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'Task Code N

527
sr

This is page

5 of

-7

this taA.

omemiwn40
List Elements Full

List Elements Fulli

propriate if mit:already done, as'

undif4iientlated at the other
extreme, such As black.
iv) Sets the window level (mean) to.
correspond to the median derity
value desited'for the median or
center gray -tone within the' 4

./ AlescrIbed.d
i. Once perfo
knows which filer
(scan) number(s) to read
or rea
from the =tinted disc or tape, performer enters code to'call the fir
scan to be viewed, or uses,sele
to move the scan of interestto the

range.

v) Performer adjusts the window
mean (level) and/or window width
by using appropriate manual controls or subroutines until the
pictute displayed demonstrates

.display.

j. If ,physician will detefmine how
dfsplay and/or what records will
be made, performer notifies physician that scarqs) is (are) ready for

the sharpest density gradation.'

viewing. May provide absorptOn
efficient charts..

for the tissues in the area of
interest and the possible pathological material'invgaved, or

--

.

4, Ilerformer adjusts the vItual display"
.according to orders on requisition,
standard orders, or request of physi-

fdllows .radiologist's qr. caini-cian'
orders.
so

'ii) Depe d ns on options available,

,0-

clan:

-perk rmer may note or'set controll t read the density value
at any of b in the picture, at
requee of rad;olOgist or when
evaluating picture personally.
May use controls to blaCken all
picture elements (points) at
o givenydisplay level, have-them
flicki; oetline them. May use
controls as -appropriate to
nify an area or otherwise modify the display'of the two con,tigUous "slices."

.

a, If viewing the scan in A white-grayblack scale on TV monitor or cathodi ray tube, uses controls on,
ubunit or calls appropriate subby
typing
'ode
numbers
routines
on-teletype to adjust display as
requested or decided:
i) Checks that identification information showing,on display,

-,

is correct.

ii)Performer mafidOte the appropriate density levela:Jof the mazterial under examination, andAhe,,
information required, or\checks
the settings appropriate fora
display so that the picture to
/
be viewed provides even steps of
intensity change along a gray
scale from black to. white.
iii) Sets the window (display) width
as appropriate to the type of
density range needed, i:e.; such
that all values above the range
will be,undifferentiated at one
.

It

extreNgsuch as white, and all
values Velum the range will be
A

b. If viewing the scan -es a color
display, performer may call a pre-

selected color schemeor spectrum,
ith'eachcolor corresponding to
display level, by'calling sub7./.
routine with teletype; may create
new color representation as-appropriate by defining intenEty.factors for the base colors of the
r
TV color monitor,
i) Depending on equipment, perform.

66

er uses options4o vary &dor
display as described, such as
flicker, magnification, making

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

.Task Code No.

6 of

This is page

7'-for this ,task.

.

Lilt Elements F

.

.

.

all picture points of a given
display level turn a partictlar

adjest window width and level
in terms of color contrasts
rather than black-gray-white
contrasts,with colors,representing given density levels gs

t,

-

.
.

'vii) Continues with addltional photographi as described.
viii) if roll film is used, when
all photographs have been taken,
performeir may remove as appeopriate
and place for processing,
_
or decides to do personally:
ix) When each proceised photograph
.
is ready, checks that photo
has the same appearanCe as the
display being viewed. If not,
reports to proper staff member.
x) Ifthe film used requires a
coat of fixer , may accumulate
'0
the developed Photographs and
have them coated with fixer,or
decides to do personally.
xi) If, during the course of procgdure, camera needs reloading,
performer reloads Polaroid pack
or roll film as described.
xii) If identification kgformation
photographed wfth display is
not sufficient,performer may
use matking pen to write in ad.

color.
ii) Follows- orders or requests to
''...

nts Full

List Bi

.

1

527

.

.

,

selected.

.

,,

,

5. Performer may photograph a given display as requested by physiciah, or
Ir adjusts,gach display and makes photographs according to orders on requi-

v.,

sition:

a.'When a black-gray-white display is'
obtained of Which a permanent photographic record isdesired, performer may proceed.asfollows:
,

,
.

f

i) Checks that roll,film,Polaroid,
or other Camera it-loaded if 4
not alieady done.
ii), Sets any approprOte control to
"photograph" setting.
iii) May set shutter 'and aperture ,a
.''
appropriate..
a
iv) Ifappropriate.,swings ca
into-position and checks th t
appropriate light is on.
v) Operates camera exposure con-,

-

trol.

,
.1.7i)

.

ii

If Polaroid or other automatiCs
processing.camera is used, waits

- for exposure'to be completed,
pulls out tabs as appropriate,
and wefts for film processing to
take place. Peels off or sepirates developed print from
negative without letting print
come in contact with negative.
Discards tabs and negative as
appropriate, avoiding any contact with caustic jelly. May
fold and wrap negative to dis-

card.

..-

R

-*

-

dItional information, such as
windowwidth'add'level .(mean)
or other option selected.
.

-

b. If a color caters is available,
performer may make color photo.
folloWing simigraphs of
lar steps to those for black-graywhiet photographs.
_

.

,
.

6. Performer ally makeNa line print-out'
°of a given scan (giving the relative
-density or absorption coefficient's'
othe picture points) when. requested
by physician or According to'iequi-,

gition.'

May make print-opt withbut r_47
course to.visual display by,typing.,
the appropriate codes to.cail
the-scan and to call subroutine

67 or program to,make print-out.
a
*
ill'A

.

,
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Task Code No,

-

This is page

7/

of

7

527

for this task.

f
List Elaltnts Full

,

List Elements Full

b. If appropriate, performer views the
display and may use controls tot
specify which of the pair of scans
and which of the rows. and columns of
the:display ark to be printed.
c. Performer tears off printed output
as appropriate and sets aside for review by physician or placement
with other records, ordered.

printing an taping from disc,
as ordered or resuested.
c. May discuss the display options
at any time. May make multiple ,
copies of)phOtographa and printouts if so ordered.

.

.

.

.

9. Depending on orders, performer terminatel procedure as appropriate:.
.

*......

7. If scan data are on magnetic disc, and
performer is to transfer 'the scan data

i% If ordered; performer brings
C.T.T. scan photographs, computer
print-outs and,posgibly,absorption coefficient charts to ph,sician for review. Repeatwor Iontinues with viewing and recording

from disc t9 magnetic tape,performer
may .proceecOhs follows:

.

.

-

a. If not already done, performer
checks that magnetic tape unit is
loaded as appropriate,as described
earlier. May fit a "write enable"
ring to the tape reel.
/
b. May refer to log book and enter
or check tape directory (identification data) and code numbers. May
set appropriate controls .to enter
tape label'information.
c. Enters appropriate code to transfer the scan data from the disc to
permanent record on magnetic tape.
d. May defer transfer to tape until
all the scans for a patient have
been reviewed.
e. May operate controls to Obtain
print-out giving record labels or
tape directory information showing
tape contents. May attach to tapereel; may write iff'other identifying information.

procedures if -so ordered.

b. May decide to personally jacket
,

requisition sheets, and related
materials;and/or record information in log book, or arranges to
have this done, dependirig on institutional procedures.,Continues.
as ordered.
c. When procedure is completed, performer may unload disc and store.
d. May reset and rewind magnetic tape
using appropriate controls:
.

.

.

.

..

,

1

i) When tape drive has stopped,completes rewind operation.
ii) Removes tape reel from unit.'
Closes unit door.
iii) May place in protective case.
iv) Returns tape to file storage,
.
or places for return in appropriate location.
.

8. When the performer has displayed and
made any permanent records ordered
for first scan, continues with any
other scans as ordered.

,

e. When completed, performer may indicate to appropriate staff peron when the performer is ready
to proceed with next task.

.

-

a. Performer operates controls as appropriate to resume viewing.
b. Repeats display, adjustment of
display options, photography,.
.

.

scan photographs,, line print -outs,

\

°.

68

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET
it

Task Code No.

This is page

1

of 2

18

for this task.

1. What is the output of this task?
(Be sure
List Elements Fully
.
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Blood drawn- from patient's vein for blood work up;
Performer draws blood from non vacutainers or test tubes filled with blood;contain- pediatric patient's vein:
ers labeled;inability to find vein reported; record
$
entered;arrangement made for samples to be prepared
a. On orders.
and 'taken to laboratory,.
b. As regular part of examine2.: What is used in .erformn: this task?
(Note
tion procedure.
if only certain items must be used.
If there c. At reques,t of co-worker.,
is choice, include-everything or the kinds of
1. Performer reviews MD's orders,
. things chosen among.)
has'standard order such as on
Patient's chart,
check
list,
or
MD's
orders;
tele.,
check list, or listens to spephone; tray with tourniquet, marking pencil, alcohol
cific xequest,for blood for
swabs, sterile needle, sterile vacutainers or sytests and /or special labeling.
ringes and sterile test tubes;anti-coagulants;bandaids; labels, lab slips; iced container
Performer consults check iiirto detemine for Any test to
be done the amount of blood,'
whether an anti-coagulant is
needed and/or the color of the
.

.

-

,

.

,

vacutainer. May call (*lab if
check list is. not available.

.

/

recipient, respondent or co-worker 2. Has lab slips-, labels ,and ma-:
n the task?
Yes. . . ( X)
-No...( )
terials prepared for tests by'
des to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient
.
11
subordinates, or decides to
resp4ndent .or co-worker invailed, with de_
prepare personally,including
scriptions to indiv4e the relevant condition
syringes and test tubes or
incldde the kind with't,hom the performer-is
vacuteiners,needles,anti-co- not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
agulants,iced coptainer.
s.
requirements or legal restrictiops.
Any non - pediatric patient; co-worker; MD or super3. Labels blood sample containers,
3.

is there
involved

-

.

'

.

visor
-

.

.

Name the [ask so thatithe answers to q
Underline essentlons 1-4 are reflected.
tlal words.'

DrnwIng blood from any non:pediatric 'patient's vein
on orders b9rdetermining amount needed for tests ordered; finding vein, inserting-needle and drawing
Proper amount of blood into syringes nr vacutaingrs;
reporting inability to find vein; arranging to have
,
specimens prepare ar10 Sent to lab; recording.

making sure that lab slips
are properly filled out. May
mark ddte, time, and specgic
location-from which blood is
to be taken.
4. Explains to patient what will
be done. Selects arm dnd velnt
from which to drat:, blood, depending-on vistbility of, blood
vessels.

5. If/performer is unable to obtain sample because of diffi-

-.
.

,

.

.

4

t

OK -RAP; P.RR'RR

-

63

6. Check here--i-t--tn-is

is a master sheet..(X)
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Task Code No.

18_

t

This

page

2

for this task.

2

q
ist Elements Full

List Elements Fully

,

culty in finding veikoreports this to
supervisor or physician.

.

,
.

,
.

6. Applies tourniquet tain ate vein, id:
structing patient tonlakel fist.,

`
,

.

.--

7. Locates and may mark point fort inserLion; swabs with alefohola Checki-needle. Ejects air equal to amount of
A'blood to be diawd. Insects needle;
checks for blood by pulling back
slIghtry on plunger. Draws blood into
appropriately labeled vacutainer(s) or
syringe(s) in amount specified fot
tests. Removes tourniquet and ften nee-

,

..

.

)

die.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,-

.

,-

".....

,

,-,

1..

8. Gives vacutainer(s) .off
td
P
co-worker to prepare for lab, or de-

.
.

.

cities to do personally.
.

9..Swabs puncture with alcohol swab; compresses area; may put on baddaid.

...

.

.

-

.

.

s'

.

.

,

10'

5

.

.

.

.

a

.

L

.

.

.

A

.
w

.

a

,

I

%

.

4

..

.

.

f
.
6

..,

70
.

.

.

.

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET
'Task Code NQ.

This is page

1

of

for this task.

3

1. What is the output of this task?
(St-sure
this .is broad enough to be repeatable.)

ECG and pressure. monitoring equipment sex up,
standarized; patient's ECG monitored; emergency signs reported at once; film placed for
processing.,
.

la

Aie

308

List Elements Fullx
,

Performer sets up for and carries out continuous monitoring
of a patient's electrocardiogram

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.

1. Performer receives or obtains
the ECG requisitionlorm, patient's iaentification infor(Note
2. What is , used in _performing this task?
oration
and any appropriate
if only certain items must be used. if there
clinical
information on a
is, choice, include everything or the kinds of
patient
scheduled
for a pro4
things chosen among.)
ceduse requiring ECC monitor Requisition sheet;electrocardiograph and/or
ing, uch as angiography, or
multichannel machine wCth oscilloscope,audio,
is assigned to ECG monitoring
printed br iiiril-Arecording capabilities,hook-up
for a given procedure as a
channels for blood pressure,synchronization. with
result of assignment on a
pressure in;ector,cineradtowaphy equipment;stopteam, such as angiography
cock,transduce Nsynchronizlerfon cables;elecsuite team.
trodes;electrode pads;hospital gown,gioves,mask;
scissors;lead apronlcgt.diograph paper;pen
a. If appropriate, performer
3. Is there a recipient, respOndent or co-worker
checks the examination
No...( )
Yes...( g
involved in the task?
ca led for and the purpose.,Notes the procedure
respondent or co-worker involved, with,de_
room assigned and its lb-.
scriptions to indicate the relevant-condition;
cation:ehetki the time
include the kind with whom the performer is
for the scheduled procenot allowed to deal if relevant to.knowledge
dure. If appropriate;notes
_.
requirements or legal restrictions.
the time to report for
9hysician,radiologist in charge;chdrge nurse;
prelilinary preparations
any patient;radiologic technOlogist;cardiac dr
ow instructions.
special procedure team
.

,

-.41/4

.

.

----r-rretheindoxec,ipient,

.

,

.

j) Performer reads pa-.
5. Name the task so that the answers to quest,ient's name, -fdentitionn 1-4 are reflected. Un erlineessene.
fication,number, sex,
tial words.
*
Setting up and monitoring any patient's electroage, weight, and
height.
cardio.ram durin: s.ecial procedure, by reviewii) 'Motes name of attending
-tting up equipment. for oscilloing 0, ders;
radiologist,' other physcdp-,audio, paper or 'film recording of cardiogram, multichannel-monitoring incI6ding arteri. siciat in charge, anesthesiologist and/or
al or heart pressure,,synthronizAkon with cineradiography,, pressure injector; standardizing°
determining changes to report;' moniequipme
'ttoring; rehrting significant change* in ECG and/
tg-RP;RR;RR
dr pressure; removing equipnyt when ordered;
a . Cheqi here if this
pl,toing film for processini;.
.

'...,

:

-4......

.

-

is a master sheet..

NO.

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)
Task Code No.

This is page

of'

2

308

,

fPr this task.

3

....

............-

List Elements Fully

List Elements Fuily

sterile area or touching sterile

charge nurse or supervisor, other
members of team.

surfaced.

:

,
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

i) t1ashes hands.aS and when appropriate.
',
ii) Carries out appropriate steps
to maintain the integrity of
the sterile-areas or surface~.

b. When appropriate, reads any written
orders or notes physician's oral
instructions.. May contact staff to
receive more detailed orders, infotmation or to dheck,on type or
availability of equipment.

.

i) Notes type of equipment to be
used;,whethet permanent film
-

or paper ECG, record will be --vo

made, whether ECG will be recorded with and coordinated to
cineradiography filming, will
be synchronized to trigger pressure injection equipment at'pre-

.

cise point in _cycle.

,

.

.

ii) Notes whether blood pressure
will be monitored and/or recorded during catheterization procedure on multichannel equipmen
p'toceiii) Notes appropriate steri
dures required,.appropr .te per
sonal shielding'for the ex i.-4
i, T

'4-

,

:c. Checks that everything needed for
ECG monitoring is available in
room or has materials assembled.
d. May decide to clean ECG equipment
or arranges to have this done.
e. Makes sure that machine-1 ade,quately loaded depending'on type
of machine,,wirh paper or film.,
f. Positions equipment as appropri-atel,for viewing of oscilloscope
image, listening to audio_signal
0(if used), with, leads properly
attAhed and out- of.the-way of

otherteam members who 111 be
engaged in other-aspects of peocedure, POts on.lgaded Aprpn.

Ali.

%.

'i

nation.

.

.

/

.

c. Performer checks own clothing to
make sure thatoperformer is in
complia e with institutional tvles
sanitary dreA for the
for
equ pment, room to be used,and the
Pro edure involved.

.

#

°

.

S
.

V

...

.

2. At appropriate time, performer goes
to procedure room 'to prePare equipment and materials for the procedure:
,

.

,

.

a. Performer may report to the chgrge
nurse or supervisor. Checks name
pf patient. Asks about specific
precautions in dealingo4ith patient or ecilli.prrte

b.

Per'form'er-m.:ty reCITee.a clefulAbs=
maAk. Dow, ,th'eso befu're

.

,

,
.

,pital gown, cotton "boots" cap'and

.

(April*

..-

.

tiperative.

f

,

-

72
.

.

f

,

a.: Adjusts visual display on oscilloscope scre-n so that the racings are app opriately centered
and clear. Ad usts sweep dial to
provide Image of appropriate numA
Sr e of waves.
b: May adjust audio --art rate ra, nttols as appropriate.
c. It electrocardiogram tracings will
be recorded on paper or film, performer standardizes as appropriMay set marker'hutton Lo.
at
identify each,cardiogram lead by
_code number or marks by hind.
d.'Maw.check that other modes such as
pressure monitoring channel are

,

,

.

: Performer standarizes the ECG machine
%'
using appropriate dial(s):

.

.

.

.

1

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)
Task Code No. 308
This is page

3

of

Performer'determihes whichtleaas will
be used for monitoring and the sips
at which electrodes will he applied
on patient's body.

er sets equipment to continuous
monitoring mode.
e. If appropriate, at- proper time
during the procedure, performer'
may connect' synchronisation cable
from cineradiographY camera equipment to ECC equipment.
May connect cable from ECG equipment to automatic pressure-injector. DependLrg onorders, may set
equipment to inject at specified
poinlin successive cardiac cy'cies, or may assist while this is
done-by co-worker (radiologic tech
nologist).

'

a. If not already done, has patient
prepared for ECG monitorLng and
electrodes applied, or decides to 'do personally.
b.°When the equipment has been set up

and'patient has electrodesn place,
performer checks that ECC monitoring equipment is functioning properly.

,

i) Introduces self to patient if
coherent;-checks patient's
identificati90 against requisition 6hret. Explains what will
be done'.

khr this task.

List Elements Fully

List Elements Fully
.

3

.

,

ii) Performer .may notify appropriate physician when ready.,Notes
orders based on MD's'review of
visual, printed and/or audio
displays. Adjusts controls as
ordered. Has electrodes repositionecrif so ordered or decides

Throughout procedure and until told
to terminate, performer pay:, attention to the visual, audio or written
cardiogram of patient and/or pressure
tracings if this is being moniterd
by Ferformer.
a. Notes any' Changes pf, pattern as
directed.

b.Immediately notifies physicia nt
.when'any known emergency signs or
unusual reading occurs, based on

to do personallat.

4

iii) Notes the appearance of the wave
patterns on oscilloscOpe,screen,
elecgXocardiograph paper and/or
audio.soundt of ,heart rate or

p edetermined guidelines.
c. On ordeYs, performeromay repOiti n electrodes,-reset machines
us ng appropriate controls.

'

.

rhythm.

iv) If not already done, determines
'141hat,ECC changes are to be

6.'-When informed that ECC. monitoring is
to be tferminnted, perrcilmer may re-.

brought 4 once to physician's
iatrention.

c.

move elvet.rodes, discard lisposabl
pads aa turn off etppment, ter hw,
this dom.. Has patient's skin clan-'
ed where elcsroder4 were atrached.

f

If blood pressure will be monitored,
.performer notva at what point An'
procedure stopcock and transducer
will be attached to the catheter.
.Determines what, to look for in display of.pressur monitoring and
what changes are" to he brought at
once to physician's attention.
d. When patient and equipment have
been appropriately set up,perforW-

I.

if 'FCG record has been made on Iiim
(but. not on rine film) 'performer lay

advance film on tak -up spool;
film and remov:, caret dge from eauera. AttacheS appropriate iderarf
Lion information and arranges to have
processed as appropriate. 0

3

CURRECULUM OBJECT EVE SHEET
' Type of Objective
SkilL
Factor
.
Skill
or
Knowledge
s
Category Human Interaction Skills
Occupation _ Patient Care Te hnician
lb'
Refers to Task Code No(s).:
18 33 133 156 198 '280,798 299

.

Its there Cross Reference? .4.Yes(X) ...,No(

)

Page I of 1
2/

No.

.Scale Value 3.0
Level

2

If yes, see footnote(s).

r

Content:

A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
exercise seitivity to others, and be sufficiently perceetive of the re-.
levant characteristics or state of being of other people in the following
activities to be able to pay attention to feedback in interaction, and adjust his or her behavior as appropriate to accompliqh,the purpose of the
tasks in which the interactions occur'. 1These activities include:
1.

Explaining tO, patient what will be done eo draw bloqd4ample; taking
sample (Task

2.

Explaining to patient and any accompanying family membdr what will he
done in removal of sutures; explaining how to take any medication prescribed (Task 33).

i3.

4,.

5.

4

Explaining'to patient name and purpose of medication to be taken orally
or injected and passible side.effects; asking about allergies;.injecting
or administering medication (Tasks 133, 198, 298, 2993.
Explaining what will be done in cleansing and drrssing of wound,' burn,
or opening for catheber,or in dpplying pressure dressing (Tasks J56,527).

Discussing possible caAses for unusually high radiation exposure reading
on performer's radiation detection (dosimeter) badge and possible transfasr to other work (Taskt280).

6.

'

Explai
.(Task

to patient what will be done to monitor patient's ECG

To accomplish this, the student must be ab4 to demonstrate suffic ent
awareness of what the relevant characteristics are of the "other" 1sn\th,
given situation: Must be able to demop"Atrate sufficient perception of`t.C
feedback -from the ',"other," and must ife,abje.to indicate what the proper ad-

justmentumst be in his or her behavior to aucomplillthe activItteq which
engendered the intoraction,and do this at the quality standard set.

Sic The Followinr, Curriculum Obrjectives:
in:
20 21 22 23 24 25.
-Lower scale va/ lu- .ppeear
Same scale vAlut: appears in: 26 28.29 30 31.
'.ilighor scale value appears in 32 31,34 35 36.

Cross Reference Footnote.:

E-20-

CUPRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Factor
V[
Skill
Skill or Knowledge Category Human Interaction Skills
Quality Assuran e TechAcian
Occupation
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 78 173 178 187 276 523 524 525 2
554 556 Type of Objecti-Ve

Is there Cross' Reference? .:.Yes(X) ...No( )

No.

21

Shale Value 1.0
Level

2

5'4 536 538 553

If yes, see footnote(s).

program at this educational level must be able to
Content: A graduate of
exercise sensitivity to others, and be 'sufficiently perceptive of the relevantcharacteristics or state ofbeing of other people in,the following
activities to be able to pay attention to feedback in interaction, and ad
-

.

just his or her behavior as appropriate to accomplish the purpose orthe
'tasks in 14-lch the interactions occur. These activities' include:
1.
2.

Requesting that co-worker or staff member sign record or form (Task
Informing repair service staff of problem with, equipment or supplies'
and relevant information, and/or informing appropriatd staff that unit
or materials are. not to be used until repaired (Tasks 173, 178, 187,
276, 523, 525 534, 536, 538, 556).

3.

InforMing co- orker of radiographs that were spoiled by being jammed
in processor e in machine when it was opened (Task 276).

4.

Informing' co-worker or staff member of supplies that should be replenished or replaced (Task 524).

5.
.

6.

Explaining to physician or. co- worker what is missing on .request for-retrieving compUterized transverse axial tomograp y.4kcans,such as improper authorization, incomplete information (Task 527T

Reportingilibusually high personnel do slmeter exposure readings to appropriatii7Visor(s),(Task 553); and/or informing the individual(s)
involved; notifying or arranging for personal interviews and reports'
(Task 554)

J
the-student
must be able to demonstrate sufficient
To accomplish
he relevant characteristics, are of the "other" in the
awareness of wha
given situation, must be abla,to demonstrate sufficient perception of the
is ate what the proper
feedback from the "other.," and must be. able to
adjustment must be in-his or her bRiavior to a ik-mplish the activities
whichen641dered the interaction;and do this at the quality standard set.

Cros Reference Footnote:

See The Following Curriculum Objectivws:

Sam- _.cage value appears in: 20 21. 22 2/.1'2'i,
in:
26
2 6 21 28 29 30 31
[
n :
Hi;;her scale
..

-70-

32 31 34,34,eq6.

-

E-2I-

(Example of how the same language in many tasks
can be collapsed, with one curriculum objective
used for a group of tasks)
Pw4e

CUR'2.(CULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

limowlede
Type of Objective
Skill or Knowledge Cate gory 11711100
Radiologic Technologist
Occupation
Refers -to,1*Task Code No(s):':
355 356 357 358 "159
368 370 371 373 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382
463 465 466 467 463 491 492 493 494 49') 496 497
Is there-ergss Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( )
If

-------4Scale
III

Factor

11(.'

of

1

Value 3.5
.Level

2

P4t`

1

I6i
3

360 361 3f2 163 164 365 366 -3-65-

383 384 385 386 387'388 389 390
498 499 500 (*coneipued beluw)
yes, sea'foot.note(s).

*V/

A graduate of the program at thisedudatfonal level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of. the following4subject area

.Content:

,

Regional Anatomy (includes headland neck, thorax and abdomen,
pelvis and perineum, lower and tipper limbs, and skeleton; internal. structure and connections between major parts systems,
and sections of the body).
r

at a 1 vel of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to-the proper
performance of the following activities:
1.

After reading requisition shee6 indicatingiarea of interest, being able
to select appropriate film size, patient pnsitionsand centering to
demonstrate the part of the body'involved being able to consider internal-structures in relation to patient positio s, taking account of
patient's age, sex, size and body type as appro riate for the area of
interest (all tasks listed).

2-

Considering appropriate shielding for radiosens tive tissue by cpn-sid'ering the dl-reotion of the central ray and the proxLmity'of tissues
in the area of interest bo radiosensitive tissues (all tasks listed).

3.

POSitiontng patlent ist re4tion to film and x-ray beam'tchiobtain views
requested; selecting technitalfactors appropriate to the area of'interest and tissue type involved (all tasks listed).

41"

.

.

To accomplish these activities the student must have i-detailed knowledge
of the Subject category, covering the appropriate technical-Or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or-procedures which are'part of this discipline
and are required or successful compl tion of the activities listed above.
4,

.

..

.

See Th_ e-F-01T6VTn-a Curriculum
°Nee ive
02rdwi Reference Footnotes:
___
c
Gower scale value appears in: 63
Same scale value appears in
.6 167 168. f
Higher sca4e-value appear, in

.

'j

,

/

5161. 502 501 504 505 506 507'508 509 510 511'512 513.514 515 516 517 518 519,

-

-,

E -22-

Page 1 of 1

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET ,
Type of Objective
.
Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category 11731200
Patient Care Techn cian
Occupation
Refers to Task Code NO(s).: 18

Factor

IV

'No.

1/0

Scale Value 1/5
Level
'12

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( )

If yes-, see foo nu e(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
Omonstrate mastery of the following subject area'

Topographic Anatomy (relation of external physical mani
festations to internal structure and function of parts
of the body)

0

at a level of awarenetb and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

6

.

1.

Selecting appropriate site foE.,drawing sample of venous.blood
(Task 18).

Z.

In setting up patient for ECC,being able to locate appropriate
points for placement of electrodes (Task 308).

To accomplish they dctivities the student must have a dethiLed k owledge
de
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical/ Or n eclol
discipline
and/or
procedures
'which
are
,part
of
thi.
terms, facts, equipment,
and ace required for.successful completion of the activities liated above.

4

V

r-Cro!.. Reference Fogirnots:

See :111.t

Same :-.cale value appe.11%;

Higher fieale value appears in:

F.ullowint; Curricrulut Ohje'cylve,;:

1/1.

172 1/1 1/4 175 1/6.

-72IC

e

'CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SH1ET
.-..--Type of Objective
Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category
11731100
Quality ASsur
Occdpation
e
chni-cian
e
Refers to,Task Code No(s).:
27

Is there CrosA Reference? ...Yes(X)'

1
1;6gel of 4------4

Ai--

Factor.

No.'

VI
A

164

-----0,--

Scale Value3.5.
Level 2
ii____

.

.

,-

-...

)

If yes, see footnote(s)

Content: A graduate of the program_at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Regional Anatomy (includes head and neck,,thorax and abdomen,
pelvis arli perineum, lower and upper limbs, and skeleton; internai structure and.connections between majdr parts,spystems,
and sections of the body)
'

at a level. Qf awareness acid, depth of unaerStanding adequate to theprop-erperformance of the following activities:
1.

2.

In checking and j,acsketing patients' radiognaphs,.being ahle to match requisition with 'the area demonstlsated on radiographs and right or heft
designation when information is missing (11sk.78)

In retrieving, displaying and copying computerized transvorse' axial
scans, being able to select display controlS so that picture demonstrates the area of interest requested With appropriately sharp density
gradation for the tissues in the area of interest (Task 527)

14
To accomplish these activities the student must, have adetailed knowledge
of the subject,categary, covering the _appropriate technical or 'Special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and are required for successfUl,completion of the activities listed above."
°

,

."
N1,

J

See The FortOwiny Curriculuth Ohje,ctivei:
*
Low
value appearl, in: f6i-%
Same scale value appears; in: 165.
Higher s.cple valu e appears n: 166 16/ 168.
Cro.

Reference Footnotes:

,

scale

-73-
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,
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F-1HEALTH'SEMICES MOBILITY STUDY.
Curriculum Objectives and Guidelines
c.%

1 --,

\

r

v

r

A

The, AIMS method of task analysis, and cUrriculuth'design makes it possibkp
to provide meter-leis Wo use(in specific stages of the educational proceSs.
These materials are dis ussed in Research Report No. 8, Volume 2, entitled
"Curriculum Objectives. or Rad,iologic Technology." This voluble comprises

0

Cltapters 6 -9 .of Report- No. 8.

s_

.,

'

..

,-

.

It
N.
Chapter 6 is aA introduction to the HSMS curriculum designmethod.
sents the-basic concepts and definitions, a brief
bref summary of the method, and
It explains how curriculum objeca d scription of the curriculum objectives:

apr
or,

tives are wTiiten.'..

j
.

.
.

.
,

Chapter 7 presents the HSMS curyiculum 991 elines for diagnos.tradiology

froM the. entry level to the technologist level!.
in terms of stages, of the educational process:
,

.

.

The guidelines are, presented
4

,

..

1

Selection of educational,objectives - deciding what the institution will
teach and what 'goal's and values it will try to achieve.
1.

*
.

.

.

,.
.

Curri,,,culum development - selecting and structuring curriculum content.

/The

content seleCted i5 the language of the task descriptions, the disciplines of
e skills: the structuring of the,,conthe Kn'owledge Classification System,, a
tent into an organized set of intended lear ing outcomes is reflected in the
HSMS curriculum objectives. These Can be sequenced .r-1 educational, ladders to
pit-pile] j9b ladders.

dividing and, arranging a curriculum into sequences and/or
Program design
units appropriate to the,content, the time requirements, and the structure of the
educational instieblion. This includes arranging the curriculum into one or more
educafionaleladders; Jor example, in patient care and in quality'' assurance. Curriculum outlines are given in detall in tables in.Chapter 8, with suggestions or
overall sequences INat, are reatod to job content.
3%

tostructional planning
teach skills in classroom.

4.

suggesting ways to use task descriptions and to

Evaluation -,showillg how HSMS curriculum objectives can be used, to evaluate
students by providing competency standards for each objective; also showing how,
HSMS curriculum objectives can IM:used for proficiency test items"With built-in
content validity.
5.

Chapter 7 also describes ways to use HSMS-curriculum objectives as a common
frame of reference for discus5ions about new curricula, curriculum overlap, credit
foi. advanced standing, articulation of progrdms, justification or elimination of
e course work, or diagnosis of inadequate curriculum content.

.

Chapter 8 of Research Report No. 8 presents the curriculum outlines for the
educational ladders.
It suggests an ordering of the curriculum objectives to
Chapter 9 presents
parallel the job ladder sequences recommended_in Volume 1.
the351,surriculum ofojectives" in order.
41.
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APPENDIX B
.40

Persons1lnterviewed During HER Feasibility Study

\
It
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE:
Mark Barnett, Associate Director, and Michael Audet, Division of Training and
Medical Applications, Burea6 of Radiological Helith, Food and*Drug Administration
'Harris S. Cohen, Ph.D., Chairman, Public Health ServiceSubcommittee on Health
Manpower Credentialing
Thomas HatCh, Director, and Joseph Kadish, Associate Director, Division of
Associated HearthProfessions, Bureau of Health Manpower, Health Rtsources Administ*etion
.
*Edward Hinman; M.D., Direigicly, Hospitals and Clinics Division, Bureau of Medical
Services, Health Services Administration
*Admiral- E.H., M.D.
Gerald Rosenthal,Direc/or, NatLorial Center for Health Services Research; Archer
Copley, Acting Director, and John .C.-Clark, Deputy Director, Division of Health Ser,
vices Research and Analysis, NCHSR.
'.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

°

.

William Ab low, Executive Director, and Rosemary Lauricelli, Administrative
Assistant, Leagu of-Voluntary Hospitals_and Homes,New York City '
Romeo Adams, Assistant Administrator, New York University Medical Center, NYC
Robert Becker, Director, Chicago Office, American College of Radiology (sub-:
stituting for William Stronach, Executive Direbtor, who was unable to make scheduled
appointment)
Alb
Earl Brant, M.D., Director of Radiology, Lenox Hill Hospital, New York City
Sr. Hilda Brickus, S.S.M Associate Professor, Department of RadiologieSciences,..
'St. Louis University, St. Louis,,Mo. (1)
James Carter, Radiplogic Technologist, Audie Murphy VA Hospital, San Antonio, TX (1) .
Robert Coe, Executive Director, Joint Review Committee' on Education in Radio logic Technology, Chicago _
Candido De Leon, President, Hostos Community College, The Bronx, N,Y.
Michelle Doran, Director of Labor Belaerons, Boston Hospital for Women, Jamaica
°
Plains, Mass. (Interifewed in Wasitington)
Trudi Dourdounas, R.T., Chairman, Radiologic Technology Department, Hostos Community College of City University, The Bronx, N.Y.
Martin Egelston, Manager, Division of Medital Services; and Dan Thomas, Staff
Specialist, American Hospital Association, Chicago
Vercie Eller, Ed.D., Director of Health Programs, Dept. of Community Colleges,
State Board of Education, Raleigh, N.C. (by telephone)
John Fauser, Assistant Director, Department of Allied Medical Professions and
Services, American Medical AsSociation, Chfoago
Howard Goldman,,- Director, Bureau of RadiologiL Technblogy, New York State Department of Health, Albany, N.Y. (by telephone)
Harold M. Goldstein, Professor, Department of Economics, Northeastern University,
\
Boston, Mass. (interviewed in Washington, D.,C.)
DirectOr of Radiology, Mt. Sinai- Medical .Center; NYC
Elliot Greenbeu,
LaVerneGurler, R.T., Professor, Center for Health SCIences, College of.Allied
.

,

Health, University of Tennessee, Me"10 mphis, Tenn. (1)

Interviewed in Washington

D. C. during meeting of American Society o

Technologists. 4
4'

.-75-

Radlologic

Jane 'Houk, Managing Director, Center fol. Occupational and Professional Assess-.
ment, Educational Testing Service, Pripceton, N.J.;.also interviewedat ETS were
Tobi Friedman, Health Affairs; William.,Kastrinas, who developed radlologic lehnology
proficiency examinations, and Skip Livin§ttpn, researcher involved-in thoselexams.
Leon Davis, President, and Moe Foner, Executive Director, Local 1199, Drug
and Hospita Union,New York City,.
Moe Katz, Vice President for Planning, Montefiore Hospital ant( Medical Center,
The-67;1x, Th.
0.
Ward Keller, R.T., Executive Director, and Marilyn Fay, -Education Director,
American Society of Radiologic Technologists, Chicago
Richard Kessler, M.D., Dean for Academics, Nor.thwestfn University Medici
School, Chicago
.
. Aaron Korngold, Administrative Chi.e4 of Services and Direttor Qf Research, and
.,,
A. Suster, M.D., Chief of Radiology, Brooklyn VA Hospital,Brooklyn, N.Y. 0
Sheila Loughlin, Blue Cross Association, Chicago
Roland McGowan, Executive Director, American Registry of Radiologic Technologists-(1)
Michael McGarvey, Ph.D., Vice'President For Health Services, Hunter College of
'.

.

-

.

City University of New York, Mew York Cite
James Ohnysty, R.T., Director of Programs, Gre4111e Technical College; Green -

II'

ville, S.C. (T)
Barbara Pryor, Acting Chief, Continuing Education.DiviSion, Education Service's,
Veterans Administration, Washington, D.C.
..
Gale Ramsby, M.D., formes DireCtor of Radiology, West Haven (Conn.) VA Hospital,

now in private practice and associated with Univ. of Connecticut Medicl'CenterLillian Roberts, Associate Director, and Jessica NOM, Staff Specialiit for
Health, District Council 37, American Federatiqn of State; Count)1 and Municipal
Employees, New York City
-Sumner Rosen, Professor of Economics, Columbia Univeipity, New York City
William Samuels, Executive Director,American SocieW of Allied HealtiiProfessions,
A
Washington, D.C.
LeRoy Sparks, R.T., Radiologic Sciences Professor, Dooriltate medical Center,
,

Brooklyn, N.Y.
Lillian Terrii, Ph.D., Executive Director, Professionaf .ixamination'Service New
York City
.
Thomas Thompson, M.D. ,
sociate Dean, Allied Health Education, puke University
School of Medicine, and R
Hospital, Durham, N.C:J1
gist at
Mary Vahey, 1.T., Di
of Educatio
P'rogramifor Radiologic'Techno gy: \,
Helene Fulli Obspital, Ire
N.J. (1)
Richard Weathers
9aministrator, Department of Radiology, New YOrk Uni.T
versity Medical Cen r; New York City
-

't

.1

,

4

.
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Abdel-Halim, A. E., An Intersystem Model for Cuxxicklium Theory and
The Ohio Statej
Practice, Ph.D., Dissertation, Columbus, Ohio:
versity, 1965. (Unpublished)

1.

der

2: 'Aittan, J. W., Research on General Vocatipnal Capabilities SSkiils
and Knowledges), Final Report, Pittsburgh:: 'American institutes
for. Research, 1966,

3. Ammerman, H. L., and MeiChiag, W. H., The Derivation, Analysis, and
Classification of Instructional Objectives Alexandria, Va.:
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